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PREFACE 
PREFACE 
The present work revolves around the Jungck's theorem (1976) 
which is essentially the most significant generalization of celebrated 
Banach contraction principle. In recent years Jungck's theorem has been 
extended and generalized in various ways and in various spaces such as 
uniform spaces, metric spaces and Banach spaces etc. By a fixed point 
theorem we shall understand a statement which asserts that under 
certain conditions (on the mapping T and on the space X) a mapping 
TofXinto itself admits one or more fixed points. Fixed point theory is 
an important area in the rapid growing fields of non-linear analysis. It 
has found extensive applications in various areas viz. the theory of non-
linear oscillations, fluid flow, approximation theory, economic theories 
and initial and boundary value problems for ordinary and partial 
differential equations. 
The present thesis comprises five chapters and each chapter 
consists of various sections which are numbered in the order in which 
they occur in the text. Each chapter begins with a brief introduction to 
its contents. 
In Chapter-I, we have attempted to give a brief account-of the 
historical development of the subject, preliminary concepts and the 
important results used throughout the thesis. This chapter is mainly 
aimed at making the present text as self contained as possible. 
In Chapter - II, we have proved certain fixed point theorems in 
metric spaces employing the rational inequality as the contractive 
conditions. Our results generalize the earlier known results of Fisher. 
Maia and Edelstein etc. In the last Section we have attempted to prove 
some coincidence and fixed point theorems for expansion type mappings 
(v) 
which generalize many earlier results of Taniguchi, Wang et. al. and 
Gillespie. 
In Chapter - III, we have studied fixed point theorems in metrcially 
convex metric spaces. Our main emphasis is to exploit the use of 
prevailing weak conditions of commutativity and thus we are able to 
obtain the results for a wider class of mappings. In the begining we 
assume a pair of single-valued non-self mappings satisfying the Boyd 
and Wong type contractive condition. Our results are more general and 
extend an earlier result of Assad. In the next Section we have assumed 
a pair consisting of a single-valued and multivalued non-self mappings 
and obtain some results using weak commutativity conditions which 
seem more general and extend a result of Rhoades. In the last Section 
we have obtained some results for weakly commuting mapping which in 
turn, generalize man> earlier known results due to Khan, Shimi and 
others. 
Chapter - IV, is devoted to the study of fixed point theorems in 
2-metric spaces. The fixed point theorems for multivalued mappings 
was first studied by Chang and Haung. Motivated from the weak 
commutativity and compatibility conditions of Hadzic and Gaji'c for a 
single-valued and multivalued mappings, we have introduced the 
analogous weak commutativity conditions for 2-metric spaces and 
obtain some fixed point results which perhaps seems to be new in the 
literature. 
In the fifth and last Chapter we have obtained some fixed point 
results for hybrid contractions (viz. a pair of a single valued and 
multivalued mappings). The first Section give brief introduction to the 
work done in this direction. In the second Section we obtain some fixed 
point results for hybrid mappings using Hausdorff metric and employing 
( v i ) 
the weak commutativity and compatibility conditions introduced by 
Kaneko and Sessa. In their papers Kaneko and Sessa assumed the 
continuity of both the single-valued and multivalued mappings and 
raised the question that the continuity of both mappings is necessary or 
not for the existence of the fixed point. In the results we proved in this 
section we are able to show that the existence of the fixed point is 
guaranteed by assuming only the single-valued mapping as continuous 
and that the continuity of the multivalued mappings are not needed at 
all in the proof. The last Section is devoted to the study of fixed point 
theorems using diametral distances employing the contractive conditions 
of Som-Mukherjee. The mappings involved are assumed to satisfy the 
various weak commutativity conditions. In this way our results are more 
general and the earlier results of Khan, Pachpatte and others can be 
derived as special cases. 
In the end, a Bibliography which can by no means be regarded as 
exhaustive, is given which contains only those books and papers which 
have been referred in this exposition. 
( v i i ) 
CHAPTER- I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Introduction 
1.2 Fixed Point Property 
1.3 Common Fixed Point 
1.4 Banach Contraction Principle 
1.5 Weak Conditions of Commutat ivi ty for 
Single-Valued Mappings 
1.6 Weak Conditions of Commutat ivi ty for 
Hybrid Mappings 
1.7 2-Metric Spaces 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
LetXbeset. We consider a mapping T: X ->X. An elements e^fissaid 
to be a fixed point of the mapping Tif Tx = x. By a fixed point theorem 
we shall understand a statement which asserts that under certain 
conditions (on the mapping T and on the space X) a mapping T of X 
admits one or more fixed points. 
Fixed point theory plays very important role in areas like non-
linear analysis and non-linear operators which are relatively young but 
fully developed areas for research. There are several domains like 
classical analysis, functional analysis, operator theory, topology, 
algebraic toplogy, etc. where the study of existence of fixed points falls. 
The important applications of this theory are in areas like non-linear 
oscillations, fluid flow, approximation theory, chemical reactions, 
steady state temperature distribution, economic theories and initial and 
boundary value problems for ordinary, partial differential and integral 
equations. For details one can see Martin [82], Smart [116], Collatz 
[25], Moore [83], Kreyszig [73], Cronion [26] Cesari [15], Leggett and 
Williams [77] etc. 
- : l :-
Perhaps Brouwer's [11] was the first to give the proof of a fixed 
point theorem which states that a continuous self-mapping of a closed 
unit ball in n-dimensional Euclidean space has atleast one fixed point. 
We can find several proofs of this basic result in existing literature. 
Mathematicians used several tools from different areas to prove 
Brouwer's fixed point theorem like Alexendroff and Hopf [3] used 
Algebraic topological techniques while Birkhoff and Kellogg [9] used 
classical analysis to prove it. 
Such theorems, where these spaces i.e. subsets of R", are not of 
much use in functional analysis where one is generally concerned with 
infinite dimensional subsets of some function space. In view of this, 
attempts were made in this direction and the first infinite dimensional 
fixed point theorem was proved by Birkhoff and Kellogg [9] in 1922. 
Subsequently Schauder [102] extended Brouwer's theorem to the 
compact convex subsets of a normed linear space. This theorem was 
further extended to locally convex topological vector space by Tychonoff 
[119]. Later on, Banach [8] obtained the fixed point theorem for 
contraction mappings which is very famous because its proof is simple 
and does not require much topological background. 
-: 2 :-
In recent years Kannan ([60], [61]). Husain and Sehgal [47] 
Caristi [14] etc. have considered several generalizations of contraction 
mappings and proved a multitude of results. 
Various notions have been included in different sections of this 
chapter which are essential for presentation of results in the subsequent 
chapters. For a detailed study of fixed point theory one can refer to the 
books of Istratescu [53], Rus [101] and Smart [116]. Three survey 
papers by Rhoades ([96], [98], [99]) are also of special significance for 
the comparative study of various contractive conditions scattered in the 
literature. 
1.2 FIXED POINT PROPERTY 
LetAfbe a topological space. We define a mapping 7fromA'into 
itself. If for every continuous mapping T from A" into itself there exists 
a point x e X such that Tx = x, then we say that the topological space A* 
has a fixed point property. This property is a toplogical property. A set 
with fixed point property is expected to be compact and contractible. 
Any set without one of these properties will certainly have a mapping 
with no fixed point. Real line and circl e are examples which do not have 
the fixed point property. We can refer to Smart [116] for more details. 
-: 3 :-
However, a counter example was given by Kinoshita [70] whereby he 
proved that these conditions are neither necessary nor sufficient for-a 
space to have the fixed point property. 
13 COMMON FIXED POINT 
In the subsequent chapters we study common fixed points of a 
pair of mappings, both single-valued and multivalued and of a family of 
mappings. Let Xbe an arbitrary set and let 3 be a family of mappings 
T: X-> X. A point z e Xis called a common fixed points for the family 
if T(z) = z for all T e 3 . The first result for family of mappings was 
proved by Markov in 1936. Kakutani gave a direct proof of Markov's 
theorem in 1938 and also proved a fixed point theorem for groups of 
affine mappings. Ryll-Nardzewski obtained an important extension of 
the results of Markov and Kakutani in 1966. Day [27] also proved a 
more general theorem. For further work in this direction one can refer 
to Greanleaf [42], Huff [46] and many others. 
1.4 BANACH CONTRACTION PRINCIPLE 
It was S. Banach who after Brouwer's in 1922 gave the fundamental 
result which is popularly known as Banach contraction principle or 
contraction mapping theorem. In fact this is the most celebrated result 
- : 4 :-
of fixed point theorem which run as follows : 
Let (X, d) be a metric space, then a mapping T: X -> Xis called 
a contraction if 
(Tx, Ty) < k d(x, y) 
for all x, y e X and ke [0,1). Clearly a contraction mapping is 
continuous but the converse need not be true. 
The Banach contraction principle states that a contraction mapping 
of a complete metric space into itself has a unique fixed point. 
This contraction mapping theorem is used to establish the 
existence-uniqueness theorems for ordinary linear and non-linear 
differential equations. Kolmogorov and Fomin [71 ] have given various 
applications of this result. 
Since then many generalizations of the Banach's result have 
appeared. Chu and Diaz [20] and Bryant [13] observed that for a 
continuous mapping T of a complete metric space into itself such that 
T Ms a contraction mapping of X for some positive integer k, then Thas 
a unique fixed point. Edelstein [28] gave a generalization of contraction 
mapping principle to a class of mappings on s-chainable spaces. 
Rakotch [91] and Boyd-Wong [10] have attempted to generalize the 
-: 5 :-
Banach's result by replacing the lipschitz constant k by some real 
valued functions whose values lie in [0, 1). Various attempts were made 
to replace the contractive condition by some more general mapping 
condition in order to accomodate a variety of continuous and 
discontinuous functions. Recently, Rhoades ([96], [98], [99]) made a 
systematic study and compared the various contractive conditions 
scattered in the literature. Though it is not possible to mention all the 
contractive definitions, yet we do mention just a few which are relevant 
to the contents of the present work. 
(1) Hardy and Rogers [45] 
d(Tx, Ty) < a[d(x, Tx) + d(y, Ty)]+b[d(y, Tx)+ d(x. Ty)] 
+ c d{x, y) 
for all x, y e X, a, b, c > 0, 2a + 2*i + c < ] 
(2) Ciric [21] 
d(Tx, Ty) < a max {d(x, y) . d{x, Ty). d(y, Tx). d{\\ Ty), 
d(x, Tx)} 
for all x, y e X and a e [0, 1). 
(3) Boyd and Wong [10] 
d(Tx, Ty) < </>[d(x,y)] 
-: 6 :-
for all x, y e Xand </>: R' -» R~ is upper semicontinuous where $ 0 < / 
for each / > 0. 
(4) Fisher [31] 
b[d(x, Ty)]2 + c[d(Sx, y)}2 
d{Sx, Ty) < 
d(x, Ty) + d(Sx, y) 
\id{x, Ty) + d{Sx, y) * 0, 0 < b, c, b + c < 1 
or d(Sx, Ty) = 0, if d(x, Ty) + d(Sx, y) = 0. 
1.5 WEAK CONDITIONS OF COMMUTATIVITY FOR 
SINGLE-VALUED MAPPINGS 
In an attempt to generalize the notion of commutativity for 
single-valued mappings, Sessa [103] introduced the idea of weak 
commutativity which can be stated as follows. 
Definition 1.5.1 Let S and /be mappings of a metric space (X, aOinto 
itself. The pair {S, 1} is said to be weakly commuting if 
d(ISx, Six) < d(Sx, Ix) VA- e X. 
Obviously a commuting pair is always weakly commuting but the 
converse is not generally true. 
Example 1.5.2 Consider the setA^ [0,1] with the usual metric. Let 
Ix = x/2 and Sx = x/(2-*-x) for every x e X. 
-: 7 :-
X X 
Then for all xeX, ISx = , Six = ; obviously 5 and / 
4+2x 4+A 
are not commuting. Further 
X X X2 
d(ISx, Six) = | | = 
4+2* 4+A- (4+A-) (4+2JC) 
X2 X X 
< = = d(Sx, Ix) 
4+2* 2 2+x 
so, S and I are weakly commuting. 
Subsequently. Jungck [56] observed that if Ix = x3 and Sx = 2x} 
then I and S are not of weakly commuting. Thus he made an extension 
of the concept weak commutativity by introducing a new concept of 
compatible mappings. 
Definition 1.5.3 Two self mappings S and I of a metric space (X, d) 
are compatible iff Jim d{SIxn, ISxn) = 0 , whenever [xn\ is a 
/7-»0O 
sequence in X such that Urn Sx = Hm Ix = t for some / e X. 
Clearly, any weakly commuting pair is compatible but the converse 
need not be true as shown in the following example. 
Example 1.5.4 Let Ix = x' and Sx = 2-x with X = R. \ /(xn)-S(xt)\ -
\x -7 | I x2 +x + 2 I ->0 iff A- ->1 and I JS(x ) - SI(x ) I =6 I x -11-—>0 
if x„->l. Thus S and / are compatible but are not weakly commuting 
pair; e.g. let A' = 0. 
-: 8 :-
Later on Jungck et. al. [57] introduced the concept of (^)type 
compatible mappings which is stated as follows. 
Definition 1.5.5 Let S and J be mappings from a metric space (X, d) 
into itself. The pair [S, 1} is said to be (A)type compatible on Xif when-
ever {xj is a sequence inXsuch that lim Sxn= lim Ixn = z in X, then 
n—>oo n—»oo 
d(SIxn, Uxn) ->0 and d(ISxn, SSxn)-+0, as n->oo . 
It is shown in Jungck et. al. [57] that under certain conditions the 
compatible and (A)type compatible mappings are equivalent, where-as 
in ([57], [40]) it is demonstrated by suitable examples that if S and / are 
discontinuous then the two concepts are independent of each other. The 
following examples also support this observation. 
Example 1.5.6 Let X= R with the usual metric. We define S, I : X 
- » X a s follows 
r i/x-\ x*o ( I/A-1 , A-*O 
Sx = \ and Ix = \ 
K
 0 , x=0 0 , -v=0 ' 
Both S and / are discontinuous at x = 0 and for any sequence {A/;J in X. 
we have d(SIxn, ISxJ = 0. Hence the pair {S , I) is compatible. Now 
consider the sequence A' = n e N. The Sx -> 0 and 7A- ->0 as n-*<x> and 
d(SIxii, IIxJ = | w^  - «9 | ->oo, as w->oo. 
-: 9 :-
Example 1.5.7 Now we define 
l/x\ x>\ ( - 1 A \ x>l 
1 , 0<x<\ andlx= i 1 , 0<x<l 
0 , x<0 0 , *<0 
Observe that the restriction S and / on (-<», 1 ] are equal, thus we 
take a sequence {xj in (1, oo). Then {SxJ c (0, 1) and {IxJ c (-1, 0). 
Thus for every «, IIx = 0, JSx = 1, Six = 0, SSx = 1 so that 
£/(5/xfl, //xn) = 0, ^(75^ SSx) = 0 for every n e N. This show that the 
pair {S, 1} is 04)type compatible. Now let xn = n, n e N. Then /A„-> 0, 
Sx -^0 as «->oo and Six = 0, AS* = 1 for every n e N and so 
d(SIxn, ISxJ * 0 as «-»oo . Hence the pair {S,I\ is not compatible. 
Recently, in [90], Pathak et. al. introduced yet another class of 
mappings called (P)type compatible mappings and compared with the 
compatible and compatible mappings of type {A) which is stated as. 
Definition 1.5.8 Let S, I: (X, d)-^(X, d) be mappings. S and I are said 
to be compatible of type (P) if 
Urn d(SSx , IIx ) = 0 
M-»0O 
whenever {x\ is a sequence in X such that 
Urn Sx = Um lx = z for some r in X. 
n n 
n—>oo H—»oo 
The following propositions show that the definitions 1.5.3. 1.5.5 
-: 10 :-
Sx= { 
and 1.5.8 are equivalent under some conditions. 
Proposition 1.5.9 Let S, I: (X,d) -±(X, d) be continuous mappings. If 
5 and 1 are compatible, then they are compatible of type {A). 
Proposition 1.5.10 Let S, I: (X,d) ->(X, d) be compatible mappings of 
type (A) if one of S and / is continuous, then S and / are compatible. 
Proposition 1.5.11 Let S, I: (X,d) -+{X, d) be continuous mappings. 
Then S and / are compatible if and only if they are compatible 
of type (A). 
Proposition 1.5.12 Let S, I: (X,d) -+(X, d) be continuous mappings. 
Then S and / are compatible if and only if they are compatible 
of type (P). 
Proposition 1.5.13 Let S, I: (X,d) ->(X, d) be compatible mappings of 
type (A). If one of S and / i s continuous, then S and/ are compatible of 
type (P). 
Proposition 1.5.14 Let S, I: (X,d) -+Qi,d) be continuous mappings. Then 
(i) S and / are compatible if and only if they are compatible of type (P). 
(ii) S and / are compatible of type {A) if and only if they are 
compatible of type (P). 
-: 11 :-
Next, we give several properties of compatible mappings of type 
(A) and type (P). 
Proposition 1.5.15 Let S, I: (X,d) -+(X, d) be mappings. If S and / are 
compatible of type (A) and Sz = Iz for some z e X. then Slz = 
SSz = JIz = ISz. 
Proposition 1.5.16 Let S, I: {X,d) ->(X d) be mappings. If S and / are 
compatible of type (P) and Sz = Iz for some z e X. then Slz = 
S&r = llz = /&. 
Proposition 1.5.17 Let S, I: (X </) ->(X, ^) be compatible mappings of 
type (A) and let Sxn, Ixr -» f as «-»<x> for some / e X Then the following 
holds: 
(i) Jim Six = It, if / is continuous at f„ 
W->00 
(ii) /r'/w /5!xn = 57, if S is continuous at 7. 
n-»oo 
(iii) 57* = 757 and St = It, if S and / are continuous at t. 
Proposition 1.5.18 Let S, J: {X, d) ->(X, d) be compatible mappings of 
type (P) and let Sxn, Txn -» t as w-»oo for some / e X. Then the following 
holds: 
(i) lim IIxn = St, if S is continuous at /, 
w->oo 
(ii) Jim SSxn = It. if / is continuous at t, 
n->ao 
(iii) S7f = ISt and St = 7/, if S and / are continuous at /. 
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1.6 WEAK CONDITIONS OF COMMHTATIVITY FOR 
HYBRID MAPPINGS 
Motivated from Sessa [103] and Jungck [56], the concepts of 
weak commutativity and compatibility for nonself hybrid mappings 
were given by Hadzic-Gajic [43] and Hadzic [44] which runs as 
follows. 
Definition 1.6.1 Let A'be anon-empty subset of a metric space (X, d). 
F : K ->2A" and T : K ->X. Then the pair {F, T} is said to be weakly 
commuting if for every x, y in K such that x e Fy and Ty e K, 
d(Tx, FTy) < d(Ty, Fy). 
Definition 1.6.2 Let K be a non-empty subset of a metric space-(A', d), 
F : K ->2X and T : K ->X. Then the pair \F, T) is said to be 
compatible if for e\ery sequence {xj form K and from the relation 
Jim d(Fx , Tx ) = 0 and Tx e K, it follows that 
n—>oo 
Jim d{Tyn, FTxJ = 0 
for every sequence {yj from K such that>>w e Fxn. 
For K = X and F single-valued, the definitions 1.6.1 and 1.6.2 
reduce to definitions 1.5.1 and 1.5.3 respectively. It is well known that 
weakly commuting pair {F, T) is compatible but the converse is not 
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necessarily true as shown in Example 1.5.4. 
For a pair of hybrid self-mapping of X, Kaneko-Sessa [59] 
extended the notion of weak commutativity and compatibility which we 
give in the following. 
Definition 1.6.3 Let (X, d) be a metric space, F: X -> 2X and T: X -> X. 
The pair (F, T) is called weakly commuting if for each x e X, 
TFx e 2s and 
H(FTx, TFx) < d(Tx , FA), 
where H is the Hausdorff metric defined on 2X induced by d. 
Definition 1.6.4 Two mappingsF:X^>2Xand T:X-^Xare compatible 
if and only if 
TFxe 2X for all x eX and H(FTxn, TFx J ->0 
whenever {xj is a sequence in X such that Fxn —> M e 2A and 
Tx ->• / e M. where H is the Hausdorff metric defined on 2X. 
n 
Khan et. al. [69] and Singh et. al. [114] have used the following 
weak conditions of commutativity. 
Definition 1.6.5 The mappings F: X -> 2X and T : X -» X are called 
quasi commuting at * e Xif TFx c F7x. the pair {F, T) is said to be 
quasi-commute on X if it is quasi-commute at every x e X. 
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Singh et. al. [114] used the term commutativity for the same 
which is somewhat misleading as it is a condition weaker than 
commutativity. 
Definition 1.6.6 The mappings F : X -» 2V and T : X -> X are-called 
weakly commuting at x e X, if 
H(TFx , FTx) < d(Tx, Fx). 
T and Fare weakly commuting on X, if they commute weakly at 
every x e X. For F single-valued, this definition reduces to 
definition 1.5.1. 
1.7 2-METRIC SPACES 
Following Gahler [37] and White [121] we have the following 
definitions : 
Definition 1.7.1 Let X be a nonempty set. (X, d) is called a 2-metric 
space, if d is a mapping from Xx X x J - > [0,oo) satisfying the following 
conditions : 
(i) For any a, b eX, a± b. there exists a point c e Jf such that 
d(a, b, c) * 0, 
(ii) d(a, b, c) = 0, if at least two of three points a, b, c are equal. 
(iii) d(a, b, c) = d(b, c, a) = d(a, c, b), 
(iv) d(a, b, c) < d(a, b, d)+d(a, d, c)+d(d, b, c) Va.b.ceX. 
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It has been shown by Gahler [37] that the 2-metric of d is non-
negative and although d is a continuous function of any one of its three 
arguments, it need not be continuous in two arguments. A 2-metric d 
which is continuous in all of its arguments will be called continuous. We 
further mention that a 2-metric abstracts the properties of the area 
function for Euclidean triangles in just the same manner as a metric 
abstracts the properties of the length function. We shall therefore, call 
property (iv) as triangular area inequality. 
Definition 1.7.2 A sequence {xj in a 2-metric space (X, d) is said to 
be convergent to a point z in X, denoted by Jim xn = z or xn —> z as w->oo. 
n—>oo 
if Jim d(xn, z, a) = 0 for all a in X. The point z is called the limit of 
rt-»oo 
the sequence {xj inX. 
Definition 1.7.3 A sequence {x } in a 2-metric space (X, d) is said to 
be Cauchy sequence if Jim d(xm , xn, a) = 0 for all a e X. 
Definition 1.7.4 A 2-metric space (X, d) is said to be complete if 
every Cauchy sequence \nX\s convergent. 
Note that, in a 2-metric space (X, d), a convergent sequence need 
not be a Cauchy sequence, but every convergent sequence is a Cauchy 
sequence when the 2-metric d is continous on X ([85]). 
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Definition 1.7.5 A mapping S from a 2-metric space {X, d) into itself is 
said to be sequentially continuous atz e ^fif for every sequence {xj in 
X such that Urn d{xn, x, a) = 0 for all a e X, implies hm (Sxn,Sz,a)=0 
n->oo n-»oo 
It is well known that a 2-metric dis always sequentially continuous 
in two variables thus it will also be sequentially continuous in all the 
three variables. In this case ^is said to be continuous. 
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CHAPTER - II 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR CERTAIN CLASS 
OF 
SINGLE-VALUED MAPPINGS 
2.1 Introduction 
2.2 Fixed Point Theorems of Mappings with 
Weak Commutativity Conditions 
2.3 Fixed Point Theorems for A Mapping and 
Sequence of Mappings 
2.4 Fixed Point Theorems for Expansion Type Mappings 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR CERTAIN CLASS 
OF SINGLE-VALUED MAPPINGS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, several authors have attempted to study the fixed 
point theorems for mappings with contractive condition in the form of 
rational inequalities. A comprehensive account of various contractive 
conditions in the form of rational inequalities can be found in a recent 
survey made by Rhoades [99]. To study the common fixed point for 
more than one mappings some sort of weak conditions of commutati vity 
are needed to prove the results. 
In an attempt to generalize the notion of commutativity for 
single-valued mappings, Sessa [103] introduced the idea of weak 
commutativity for the self mappings S and / of a metric space (X,d) i.e. 
d(Slx, ISx) < d(Sx, Ix) for all x in X. Under this concept he extended 
theorem 2.1 of Jungck [55]. Subsequently Jungck [56] made an extension 
of weak commutativity by introducing a new concept of compatible 
mappings and generalized some results of Singh and Singh [113] and 
Fisher [35]. 
Later on, in [57], Jungck, Murthy and Cho introduced another 
class of mappings called (,4)type-compatible mappings which under 
certain conditions is equivalent to compatible mappings, but otherwise 
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bear no relation with each other. 
Recently, Pathak et. al. [90] in an attempt to extend the notion of 
(>4)type-compatibility have introduced a class of (^type-compatible 
mappings and show that under certain conditions (,4)type-compatible 
and (P)type-compatible are equivalent. 
In Section 2.2, we have obtained some results for compatible and 
(/Qtype-compatible mappings satisfying the contractive condition in 
the form of a rational inequality introduced by Fisher [31], we have 
remarked that with slight modification in the proof the results can also 
to be extended for (P)type-compatible mappings. The results obtained 
here generalize the earlier results of Fisher ([30], [31]) and 
mo» v others. 
Section 2.3 we have studied some results for a mapping and 
sequence of mappings, which in turn, generalize Banach contraction 
principle and a multitude of earlier known results as Fisher [31 ], Maia 
[78] and Edelstein [29], etc. 
Finally, in Section 2.4 we prove some coincidence point and 
fixed point theorems for expansion type mappings which in turn, 
generalize several previously results due to Taniguchi [118],. Wang 
et. al. [120] and Gillespie et. al. [41]. 
2.2 FIXED POINT THEOREMS OF MAPPINGS WITH 
WEAK COMMUTAT1V1TY CONDITIONS 
In this Section, using the concepts of compatible and (,4)type 
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compatible mappings, we present common fixed point theorems for four 
mappings satisfying a rational inequality. Our results extend the result 
of Fisher ([30], [31]). 
Theorem 2.2.1 Let {S,I} and {T,J} be compatible pairs of mappings of 
a complete metric space (X, d) into itself such that 
(a) T(X) c I(X), S(X) c J(X), 
(b) for all x, ye X, with a, J3>0, 2a + fi< 1, either 
[d(Sx,Jy)Y + [d{Ix, Ty)}2 
(1) d{Sx,Ty)< a + p d(Jx,Jy) 
d(Sx, Jy) + d(lx, Ty) 
whenever d(Sx, Jy) + d(lx, Ty) * 0 or 
(1') d(Sx, Ty) = 0 whenever d(Sx, Jy) + d(lx, Ty) = 0 
If one of S,TJ and Jis continuous then S,T,I, and ./have a unique 
common fixed point z in X, Further z is the unique common fixed point 
of S and / and of T and J. 
Proof. We construct the sequence as follows. Let AO be an arbitrary 
point in X. Since S(X) c J(X) we can choose a point xx in X such that 
Sxo = Jxy Again, since T(X) c= I(X), we can choose a point x, in X such 
that Tx} = Ixr In general for the point x2n we can choose a point 
A-^J such that SX2D = Jx^} and then a point X2JJ+2 such that 7x2n+! = / A,n+: 
for« = 0, 1,2, 
We denote U2n = d(Sx2n, Tx2nJ and U2n_, = d(Tx2m_,, Sx2>J 
We distinguish two cases : 
-: 20 :-
Case-I. Suppose d(Sx2^2,Jx2n J + d(Ix2^y Tx2x J * 0 for n = 0, 1,2, 
..., then on using inequality (I), We get 
[diSx^Jx^JY+Wx^Tx,..,)]! 
d(Tx2n+vSx2nJ < a 
d(Sx,^2, Jx2n^) + d(Ix2n^, Tx2n_t) 
+ fi d(Jx:n+2,Jx2nJ 
or 
^ , * « ^
 +
 " J + /* ^ 
So that 
U
*»^
 K
 "„<...£ K^ U, for* = 0,1, 2,.. . 
a + /? 
where AT = . Since 2a + B<1, it follows that K < 7 and hence 
1 - a 
the sequence. 
{Sxo, Txv Sx2 Tx,n v SxVi, Tx,n]...} is Cauchy and so gets a 
limit pointz in X. Consequently the subsequences {lx,J = {7*,,,_,} and 
{Jx,n]} = {Sx2J also converge to the same point z in X. 
Let us now suppose that / is continuous so that sequences {/"•*,„} 
and {ISx2J converge to the point Iz. Since 5 and / are compatible, we 
have 
Jim d(SIx2n, ISxJ = 0 
n—>co 
and so it follows that the sequence {SJx,J converges to Iz. 
Now to show that z = Iz. we consider 
[diSIx^Jx^JY+W-x^Tx^,)]2 
d(SIxVi,Tx^}) <a + Pd{Fx„Jx^t) 
diSlx^Jx^y+diPx^Tx^,) 
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which on letting n ->• oo , We get 
d(Iz, z) < (a + p) d(lz, z) 
a contradiction, hence Iz = z. Again we consider 
[d{Sz,Jx,mjY+Wz,Tx^,)],t 
d(Sz,Tx2nJ < a + pd(lz,Jx^,) 
d{Sz,Jx2n^) + d{h, Tx^,) 
which on letting n -» oo , yields Sz = z. 
This means that z is in the range of S and since S(X) c J ( J ) there 
exists a point z in T^ such that Jz = z. Thus 
[d(Sz, Jz')]2+[d(Iz, Tz')f 
d(z, Tz') = d(Sz, Tz')< a + fid(lzjz') 
d(Sz, Jz') + d(Iz, Tz) 
= a d(z, Tz') 
a contradiction. Thus we have shown that z = Jz' = Tz', by using the 
compatibility of T and J we have d{TJz . JTz) = 0 giving thereby 
Tz = Jz. Now consider 
[d{Sz, Jz))2 + [d{Iz, Tz)]2 
d(z, Tz) = d(Sz, Tz) < a + pd(lz, Jz) 
d{Sz, Jz) + d{Iz, Tz) 
= (a + fi)d(z, Tz) 
a contradiction. Hence Tz = Jz = z. 
Thus we have proved z = Iz = Sz = Tz = Jz and so z is a common 
fixed point of S, 1, T and J. 
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Now suppose that S is continuous so that {S:x,J and {SIx,J 
converge to Sz and using the compatibility of S and / and arguing as 
above it follows that the sequence {ISx } also converges to Sz. Now we 
consider 
d(Vx^,Tx2nJ < a + fid(ISx„Jx^_,) 
diffx^Jx^J+dilSx^TX;..,) 
and letting «->oo , we get 
d(Sz,z) < (a+P)d(Sz,z) 
a contradiction, it follows that Sz = z. 
And from above arguments, again there exists a point z in X such 
that Jz = z and in the same way we can show that z = Tz and Jz = Tz. 
Further we consider 
• [d(Sx„Jz)Y + [«/(/*v Tz)Y 
d(Sx^Tz) < a +pd(lx^Jz) 
d(Sx2n, Jz) + d{Ix:n, Tz) 
and on letting n-»oo , we get 
d(z, Tz) < (a+P) d(z, Tz) 
a contradiction. And so it follows that z = Tz = Jz (=Sz). 
The point z therefore is in the range of T and since T(X) c J(X) 
there exists a point z" in X such that Iz" = z. Thus 
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d(Sz", z) = d(Sz", Tz) 
[d(Sz",Jz)y + [d(Iz", 7r)]-
<, a + p d{Iz" , Jz) 
d(S", Jz) + d{lz", Tz) 
= a d(Sz", z) 
a contradiction, and so Sz" = z. Thus we have shown thatz = Iz" = Sz" and 
from the compatibility of 5 and / it follows that d(SIz'\ ISz") = 0, giving 
thereby Sz = Iz. Thus once again we have proved that z = Sz = Iz = 
Tz = Jz and so z is a common fixed point of S,T,I and J. 
If the mapping TorJis continuous instead of SOT /then the proof 
can be produced in the same way. 
'Case - II : If d(Sxln_y Jx^,) + d{Ix^y TX2H_,) = 0 
for some w, then on using inequality (/') we can show that 
U,n_j = 0. This implies that 
Sx, = Tx, = Sx, , = ... = z 
2n 2n~l 2n^2 
We assert that there exists a point w such that Sir = /vr = Tit = 
Jw = z, otherwise if Sw = Iw &z, then 
d(Iw, z) = d(Sv; Tx:nJ 
MSM-JX^Y+WW, 7JT,„.,)]-
< a +/? dyn-Jx^,) 
d(Sw,Jx:n^) + d(hv, TX!H_,) 
on letting w->co, we get 
= (a+(3)d (Iw, z) < d(hv, z) 
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a contradiction which yields that hv = z = 5w. Similarly, we can show that 
Tw =Jw=z 
Now, suppose that 5 or / is continuous. Proceeding as above, it 
can be shown that hv = z is a common fixed point of S, T, I and J. 
Furthermore, if T or J is continuous, then the proof that z is 
common fixed point of S, T,l and J is similar. 
In order to prove that 2 is a unique common fixed point of 
S and /, let w be another fixed point of S and / (i.e. ir = Siv = hv) then 
<fyw, z> = d(Sv. Tz) 
[d(SM\Jz)P + fdflw, Tz)]2 
< a + p d(h\\Jz) 
d(Sw, Jz) + d(Jw, Tz) 
= (a + P) dfw. z) 
a contradiction, which yields that w = z. Similarly we can prove that 2 
is a unique common fixed point of T and J. This completes the proof 
It is shown in Jungcket. al. [57] that if S and I (resp. TandJ) are 
both continuous then the pair {S,I} (resp. {T,J}) are compatible in A'if 
and only if it is (/1)type-compatible on X. Since only one of the 
mappings S,T,I and J is assumed continuous in Theorem 2.2.1. it is 
interesting to investigate the situation when {SJ\ and [T,J] are (A) 
type-compatible pairs. 
Thus, we prove the following 
Theorem 2.2.2 Let \S,J) and {T,J] be (,4)type-compatible pairs of 
mappings of a complete metric space (X,d) into itself such that conditions 
(a) and (b) of Theorem 2.2.1 are satisfied. 
If one of S,TJ and J i s continuous then S,T,I and ./have a unique 
common fixed point z in X. Further z is the unique common fixed point 
of S and / and of T and J. 
Proof. Proceeding as in Theorem 2.2.1, we can show that the sequences 
{/*,„} = {Tx,nl\ and {Jx^,\ = {Sx\J converge to some point z in X. 
Let us now suppose that / is continuous so that the sequences 
{/"*,„} and {ISx^J converge to the point Iz. Since S and / are (^)type-
compatible, we have 
Jim d(SIx^ ,IIx,) = 0 
n—>oo 
Hence it follows that the seuquence {S/A,H} also converges to Iz. Now 
using the procedure of Theorem 2.2.1, we can show that r = Iz = Sz. 
This means that z is in the range of S and as S(X) c J(X) there 
exists a point z' in X such that Jz' = z. Again using the argument of 
Theorem 2.2.1 we get Tz' = r. Thus z - Tz' = Jz' and since T and J are 
(j4)type-compatible. we have 
d(TJz', JJz'j = 0 
giving thereby Tz = Jz and arguing as in Theorem 2.2.1. we can show 
that z = Tz= Jz. 
Thus we have proved that z = Tz = Jz - Iz = Sz and so z is a 
common fixed point of S, TJ, and J. 
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Now, suppose that S is continuous so that the sequences {S"*,,,! 
and {SIx2J converge to the point Sz. Since S and / are (A)type-
compatible, we have 
Urn d{lSx^ ,SSx,) = 0 
v
 2n 2n' 
which implies that the sequence {ISx,J also converges to Sz. Again, 
arguing as in Theorem 2.2.1, we can show thatz = Sz and as S(X)<zJ(X) 
there exists a point z' in X such that Jz" = z. Again, in the same way. we 
can show that Tz' = z and the (A)type-compatibility of TandJyields that 
z=Tz = Jz (=&). 
The point z therefore is in the range of T as T{X) c I{X) 
there exists a point z" in X such that Iz" = z. Again arguing as in 
Theorem 2.2.1, we can show that z = /z" = Sz", and from the (A)type-
compatibility of S and / it fallows that 
d{SIz'\ Hz") = 0 
giving thereby Sz = Iz. 
Thus, once again we have shown that z is a common fixed point 
of S,TJ and J. 
If the mapping TOT J is continuous instead of SOT /then the proof 
can be given in the same way. 
The remaining part of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2.1 
hence omitted. 
Now, we give the following example for the illustration of 
Theorem 2.2.1. 
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Example 2.2.3 Consider X= [0,1] with the usual metric. Define the self 
mappings S, T, I and J on X as. 
Tx = x/6, Sx = A/4, Ix = x/3 and Jx = x/2. 
Clearly T(X) = [0, 1/6] c /(X) = [0,1/3] 
and 5(A0 = [0, 1/4] c J(X) = [0, 1/2]. 
For any sequence {xj in ^ , we have diSlx^ ISxJ = d(TJx^ JTxJ = 0. 
Hence the pairs {5, /} and {T, J} are compatible. A routine calculation 
shows that the inequality (1) of Theorem 2.2.1 holds for all x, y € X, 
with a= 1/9 and/? =2/9. 
Clearly x = 0 is a unique common fixed point of S, T,I, and J. 
Remark - 1 If we choose I = J = identify mapping and T= Sandfl= 0. 
we get a result of Fisher [31]. 
Remark - 2 Our Theorem can also be extended by assuming {S,l\ and 
{T,J} as (P)type-compatible pairs. The proof can be produced by using 
the Proposition 1.5.16. 
Remark-3 Since weakly commuting mappings are always compatible, 
theorem 2.2.1 also holds if \S,I) and \TJ) are assumed weakly 
commuting pairs. 
Remark - 4 By suitably choosing a, /?, 5, T, I and J we can derive a 
multitude of fixed point theorems. We omit the details. 
Remark - 5 Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 ensure that S, T, /, and J have 
unique common fixed point. However, either S or / or T or J may have 
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other fixed point. Example supporting this fact can be found in Imdad 
et. al. [49]. 
Remark - 6 It follows from the proof of theorem 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 that 
if condition (/') is omitted from the hypothesis then we can say that z is 
a coincidence point of S, T, I and J. 
Remark - 7 If we choose a= 0 in Theorem 2.2.1 and Theorem 2.2.2, 
then we get an improved form of the theorem of Fisher [30] for two pairs 
of compatible and (,4)type-compatible mappings respectively. 
2.3 FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR A MAPPING 
AND SEQUENCE OF MAPPINGS 
In this Section, we have studied the fixed point and common fixed 
point of mapping and sequence of mappings satisfying a contractive 
condition in the form of rational inequality, which in turrn. also 
generalize Banach contraction principle and yield some new results. 
We prove the following : 
Theorem 2.3.1 Let (X,d) be a metric space and T : X —> X be a self 
mapping of A" such that 
[d(Tx,y)Y + [d(xjy)]-
d(Tx, Ty) < a + p d(x, y) 
d(Tx, y) + d(x, Ty) 
holds for all A, yeX, a, p> 0, 2a+p<], whenever d(Tx, y) +d{x, Ty) *0 
and d(Tx, Ty) = 0 whenever d(Tx, y) +d{x, Ty) = 0 and 
(i) there exists some point xo e X such that the sequence {T"x0\ has 
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a subsequence {T''xo) converging to some point z in X. 
(ii) T i s jro-continuous. 
Then T has a unique fixed point. 
Proof. Let Tx = x„ x\=Tx=T:x ,... ,x =T"x . Then we have 
- ^ ^ ^ — o I 2 I o n o 
d(x . x A = d(Tx ,, Tx ) 
v
 rr n+I' y n-l n' 
[d(Txn_rxn)Y+[d(xn_,,Txn)Y 
d{Txn_v xj + d{xihV TxJ 
= a + p d(xn^, xfi ) 
d(x , x ) + d(x „ x ,) 
v
 n n' v n-l n~l' 
< a [d(xn_r xj + d(xn, *,_,)] + p d(xn_r xj 
so that 
a + (3 a + p 
d(x, xnJ < ( ) d(x^, xt) < ... < ( ) - d(xut * ) • 
1 - a 1 - a 
ifx =JC , then the condition of the Theorem implies that x =x =x . 
n-l n r n-l i) n- I 
= ..., thus xnl would be the fixed point of T. 
a+ p 
Since (2a + p) < 1. implies that ( ) <1. it follows that 
/ -a 
{xj = {T"xJ is a Cauchy sequence in X. In view of (i). without loss of 
generality we can assume that [T"xJ converges to some point:: in .V. 
Now the .^-continuity of T implies that 
Tz=T (Jim T"x ) = Jim T"'!x = z 
n->x> ti—*oo 
thus z is a fixed point of T. 
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To show that 2 is unique, let w be another fixed point of such that 
w = Tw then 
d(w, z) = d(Tw, Tz) 
[d(Tw, z)Y + [d(w, Tz)]2 
< a + fid(w,z) 
d(Tw, z) + d(w, Tz) 
(a+fi)d(w,z) 
a contradiction, which yields that w = z. This complete the proof. . 
Remark - 1 (i) For a = 0, we get an analogue of Mai a [78] result 
(ii) For /? = 0, we get an analogue of Fisher [31] result 
We observe that if X'\s a complete metric space then the condition 
of continuity of T can be relaxed. Thus we have the following. 
Theorem 2.3.2 Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and T: Jf->Xsuch 
that 
[d(Tx, y)Y + [d(x, Ty)Y 
d(Tx, Ty) < a +/3d(x,y) 
d(Tx, v) - d(x, Ty) 
holds for all x,yeX,a, /3 >0,2a+/? <1 whenever d(Tx, y)+d(x,. Ty)*0 
andd(Tx, Ty) = 0 whenever d(Tx, Ty) + dfx, Ty) = 0. Then Thas a unique 
fixed point 
Proof. Let xo be an arbitrary point in X, Define xn = T'xo. Then 
proceeding as in Theorem 2.3.1. we can show that [xj = [T"xJ is a 
Cauchy sequence and so converges to some point z in X, since X is 
complete. Now 
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d(Tz,xn+}) = d(Tz, Txt) 
[d(Tz, xJY + [d(z, Txjy 
<
 a + p d{z, xn) 
d(Tz, xj + d(z, TxJ 
[d(Tz,xn)Y + [d(z,xn^)Y 
= a + pd(z,xj 
d{Tz, xn) + d(z, x^j) 
and letting n—*», we get 
d(Tz, z) < a d(Tz, z) 
a contradiction, implying therefore z = Tz. The uniqueness follows from 
Theorem 2.3.1. 
Before proving the next result, following Iseki [52] we recall : 
Definition 2.3.3 A mapping Toi ametric space (X, d) into itself is said 
to be orbitally continuous if hm T*1, x = z implies that lim T(T"'x) = Tz 
/—>oo /—>oo 
for every x e X. 
It is well known that every continuous mapping is orbitally 
continuous, but converse is not true (cf. Ciric [23]). 
We prove the following 
Theorem 2.3.4 Le t^ , d) be a metric space and T: X—>Xbt an orbitally 
continuous mapping such that 
[d(Tx, y)Y + [d(x, Ty)Y 
d(Tx, Ty)< a + p d(x, y) 
d(Tx,y) + d(x, Ty) 
holds for all x, yeX, a, p>0, 2a+fi<L whenever (Tx, y)+d(x. Ty)* 0 
and d(Tx, Ty) = 0 whenever d(Tx, y) + d(x, Ty) = 0, and for some xoeX. 
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the sequence {T"xJ has a cluster point z in X. Then z is a unique fixed 
point. 
Proof If T^'x = T"x for some meN, then T"x = V"x = z for all n > m 
' O O y O 0 
and the result follows. 
We assume that 71""'* * 7** for all meTV, and let Urn T"'x .= z. 
0 0 . O 
l->CO 
Define^ = T"xo. Then proceeding as in Theorem 2.3.1 we can showthat 
d(x^ XBX/) = d(T"xo, T"+'xo) is a decreasing sequence of positive real 
numbers. Further since T is orbitally continuous 
Urn d(T"'xo, 1"'*\) = d(z, Tz) 
/-»oo 
and the sequence 
implies that 
Urn d(T"xo, T"~'xo) = d(z, Tz). 
tt-»oo 
Also orbital continous of T yields Urn T"'~'x = Tz, 
Jim T""2xo = T2z and the sequence 
{ d{T^xo, r -X)e id(T"xo, r-'xj} 
and so the above relation implies that 
d(Tz, T-z) = d(z, Tz) 
If d(z, Tz) > 0 then 
d(z, Tz) = rf/Tz, Pzj 
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[d(Tz, Tz)\2 + [d(z, Fz)Y 
< a + p d(z, Tz) 
d(Tz, Tz) + d(z, T2z) 
< a [d(z, Tz) + d(Tz, Pz)] + p d(z, Tz) 
(2a +p) d(z, Tz) 
which is a contradiction. Hence z = Tz. Thus z is a fixed point of T and 
the uniqueness follows from Theorem 2.3.1. 
Remark - 2 (i) For a = 0, the foregoing Theorem 2.3.4 extends a 
theorem of Edelstein [29]. 
(ii) Forfl=0,we get a generalized version of Fisher [31 ] results. 
In the following, we shall prove some results for the common 
fixed point of sequence of mappings. 
Theorem 2.3.5 Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and {TJ a 
sequence of mappings of X into itself. If for arbitrary chosen i,j e A'the 
inequality 
[d(Tx,y)Y + [dixJ^Y 
d(T.x, T.y) < a + /?d(x, y) 
d(Tx,y) + d(x,Tiy) 
holds for all x,yeX,a,fi >0,2a +p<l whenever d(Tx, y)~d(x,Tx) * 0 
and d(Tx,T.y) = 0 whenever d(T.x, y) + d(x, T.y) = 0. Then the sequence 
{TJ has a unique common fixed point. 
Proof Let xo e X be arbitrary. Construct the sequence xt - Txo. A\ = 
T.x„ ... , A', , = r.A% , A, , = TA', . Then 
j I' 2n^l i 2n' 2n~2 \ 2n~i 
d(xr x:) = d(T.xo, TJXJ) 
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[d(Txo,Xl)Y+[d(xo, Tx,)Y 
< a — + pd(xo,x,) 
d{Tx , x,) + d{x , Tx.) 
y
 I O I' v O I I' 
a + B 
* ( - ) d(xo,x}) 
J - a 
Inductively, it follows that 
a+p 
d(xn,xn^) < ( f d(xo,x,) 
1-a 
since 2a + P < 1, this implies that {xj is a Cauchy sequence and 
converges to some point z in X. Consequently the subsequences {A\M ]} 
= {Ttx } and {*,„.,( = {T x } also converge to z. Now consider 
[</(7>v z)Y + [d{x„ Tz)Y 
d(Tx„ Tz)< a + fid(x,m.z) 
«/(7>v z) + d(x„ Tz) 
letting «->oo, it follows that 
d(z, Tz) < a d(z, Tz) 
a contradiction, giving thereby z = T z. 
In the same way we can show that z = Tz. For uniqueness, let u-
be another fixed point of T and 7\ that is. ir = T if = 7 M. then 
d{w, z) = d(7>, r ;r) 
[«/(7>; Z)F - [d(M\ Tz)Y 
< a + p d(M\ z) 
d(Tw, z) -r- d(M\ Tz) 
= (a-t-p) d(w, z) 
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a contradiction, implying therefore w = z. 
To show that z is a fixed point of every number of the sequence 
{TJ, let Tt be an arbitrary element of {TJ other then Tt and T. Then 
d(z, Tkz) = d(T,z, Tkz) 
W,z, z)Y + [d(z, Tkz)Y 
< a + p d(z, z) 
d(T.z, z) + d(z, Tkz) 
= a d(z, Tkz) 
a contradicrtion, thusz = Tkz. Hence we have proved that 2 is a unique 
common fixed point of {TJ. This completes the proof. 
Remark - 3 For {7 }^ = [Tr T,} the foregoing Theorem gives the result 
for a pair of mappings. 
In view of the observation of Chu and Diaz [20], that for a 
mapping Tto have a fixed point it is sufficient for some iterate T" to be 
a contraction. The following result immediately follows. 
Corollary 2.3.6 Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and {TJ be a 
sequence of mappings of X into itself. Suppose for some positive 
integers p, q the condition 
[d(Tfx, y)Y + [d{x, T;>y)Y 
d{T?x, T*y) < a + p d(x,y) 
d(T'x, y) + d(x, T;<y) 
holds for all x, yeX,a,p> 0,2a+p< 1, whenever d{Tfx, v)+ d{x, Tp)*0 
and d{Tfx, Tfy) = 0 whenever d(J?x, y) + d(x, T;>y) = 0 
Then the sequence {TJ has a unique common fixed point. 
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Proof Set x, = Tfxo, A, = Tqx ... , etc. Then proceeding as in Theorem 
2.3.5, we can prove that Tf and Tp have a unique common fixed point 
z(say) i.e. z = Tfz = Tfz . Thus T (Tfz) = Tz so that Tf'z = T'(Tz) = Tz, 
giving thereby Tz is the fixed point of Tf and in view of the uniqueness 
of z, it follows that Tz = z. The remaining part of the proof is similar to 
that of Theorem 2.3.5 hence omitted. 
Theorem 2.3.7 Let {X,d) be a complete metric space and {TJ, n = 0, 
1, 2, ... , be a sequence of mappings of X into itself such that 
[d(Tx, y)Y + [d(x, Tny)Y 
d(Tox,Tny) < a + P d(x,y) 
d(Tox, y) + d(x, Tny) 
holds for all x,yeX,a,p> 0,2a+ J3< 1, whenever d(Tx,y) +d{x,Tv) * 0 
and d(Tox,Tny) - 0 whenever d(Tox, y) + d(x,Tny) = 0 for n = 1,2 
Then {TJ, n = 0, 1, 2, ... has a unique common fixed point. 
Proof. Let xoeXbe arbitrary. Construct the sequence {xj as follows 
x=Tx,x, = T,x,,x=Tx,,x=T,x,,...,x\=Tx,„ A\ =Tx,. 
1 o o 2 1 1 3 u T 4 2 3 2n n 2n-l 2n~l » 2i 
Then 
d(xrx:) = d(Tox J}x ) 
M r * , , *,)]- + [</(*,, T,x,)]-
< a +fid(xo,xl) 
diTx^x^ + dix^ T,x,) 
a + j5 
< (
 )d{Xoi Xi) 
1 - a 
Thus by induction, it follows that 
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d(x ,x ,) < ( - ) " d(x , jr.) 
Since 2a + fl< 1, it follows that {xj is a Cauchy sequence and hence 
converges to some point z in X. Consequently the subsequences {A\J 
and {x } also converge to the point z. Now consider 
d(z, Tz) < d(z,xj +d(x:n, Toz) 
= d(z, x2n) + </(! x2n_v T,z) 
[d{Tx2rhl, z)Y + [rf(*w 7 » r 
< </(z, A-,„)+ a +P d(x,n],z) 
^ / w z) + *(*:»,. Tz) 
[d(x,n, z)Y + [</(*w Tz)Y 
= d(z,xj+ a +pd(x^,,z) 
d(x^ ,z) + d(x\
 t,Tz) 
Letting «-»<», it yields 
d(z, Tz) < a d(z, Tz) 
which is a contradiction, giving thereby z = Tz. Again for 
" = 1 , 2 , ... . 
d(z, Tnz) = d{Toz, Tnz) 
[d(Toz, z)Y + [d(z, Tnz)Y 
< a +/3d{z,z) 
d(Toz, z)+ d(z, Tnz) 
= a d(z, Tnz) 
a contradiction, which implies that z = Tnz, n = 1, 2 Thus z = 
T z=T z, n = ], 2.... The uniqueness can be shown as in Theorem 2.3.5. 
This completes the proof. 
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2.4 FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR EXPANSION 
TYPE MAPPINGS 
The well known Banach fixed point theorem has been generalized 
by many authors for different type of mappings and employing several 
more general contractive conditions. However, recently fixed point 
theorem for expansion type mappings have proved by Wang et. al. [120] 
Gillespie et. al. [41] and Taniguchi [118] etc. 
In this Section, we have obtained some results concerning the 
coincidence and fixed point for expansion type mappings satisfying 
some weak condition of commutativity. Our results are more general 
and yields several earlier results as special cases. 
Now, we prove the following results. 
Theorem 2.4.1 Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. If F, G, 
T : X -> X satisfy the following 
(1) F(X) = T(X), G(X) = T(X) 
(2) d(Fx,Gy) > a d{Fx,Tx) + b d(GyTy) + c d(Tx,Ty). 
for each x, y e X with .v * y, where a, b, c >0; a + b + c > 1, a, b < 1. 
(3) {F, T} and {G, T} are weakly commuting pairs, and 
(4) T is continuous at X. 
Then F, G and T have a common coincidence point. Further 
if c > 1 then F, G and T have a unique common fixed point. 
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Proof Let xg be an arbitrary point in X. Since F{X) = T(X) we can find 
a point Xj in X such that Txo = FA ; . Also since G(X) = T(X) we can find 
A, in X such that Txt = GA,. In general for a point *,n in A'we can find 
A.-, , in X such that 7A, = FA, „ and then a point A-, , in X such that 
2n- ! 2n 2n* I ' 2n- 2 
7A, , = GA, .. 
2n-I 2n+2 
Now, for n > 0, suppose that 7A, = 7x, , . If 7A:, , * 7A\ , we 
obtain from condition (2) 
d(Tx:n Jx:n^)= d(Fx2n_t ,Gx2n2) 
> a d(Fx2m_,,7Xn_;)+ b d(Gx2m_2, Tx2m.2)+c d(Tx2m_r Tx2m_2) 
or d(Tx2n,Tx2nJ > (J-l±-)d(Tx2m.,, TX2HJ 
which is contradiction and so 7A, , = 7A\ ,. Thus it can be shown that 
2n~ I 2n-2 
7A ,„ = Tx^} = 7A,„_, = Tx,nJ = ... . For no loss of generality let n = 0 
then we have Txo = Tx} = 7A, = Fx=Gx, . Since {F, T'} is weakly 
commuting we have 
d(FTxl , TFxt) < </(7A; , FA,) = 0, 
giving thereby F7A-; = TFx} = TTx1 which means that 7A;is a coincidence 
point of F and T. Similarly the weak commutativity of ,'G, T) yields 
G7A, = TGx, •= 7YA, which means that 7A, is a coincidence point of G 
and T. Since 7A-; = 7A, we get thereby 7A; is a common coincidence point 
of F, G and T. 
Suppose that for n > ft, 7A, * 7A, , and 7A\ , * 7A-, , then from 
r r
 2n 2n-1 2n-1 2n-2 
condition (2) we get 
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d(<Tx2„Jx;n,)=d(Fx2„<n Gx2,J 
> a d(Fx2„, Jx^t)+ b d(Gx2m,2 JX2HJ + C dfTx^, Jx2m,2) 
b + c 
or d(Tx, ,Tx\ ,) > ( )d(Tx, . ,Tx, ^,) 
v
 2n 2n~ I' * ' v 2n- 1 2n+2' 
1 - a 
similarly 
d{Tx2m_, , Tx2mJ > ( —) d{Jx2H_2, Tx2nJ . 
I - b 
1 - a 1 -b 
since a + b + c > 1 and a, b < 1. We get 1 >( ),( ) > 0, 
b + c a + c 
it follows that {TxJ is a Cauchy sequence and so converges to 
a point z in X. Consequently the subsequences {Fx,^^ and {GA\AI_,} 
converge also to a point z in X. As T is continuous, the sequences 
{TTx\J, {77\n_;} and {TGxln,\ converge to the point Tz. 
Since F and T are weakly commuting, we have 
d(FTx2ii_, . TFx2nJ < d(Tx2n^ , Fx2nJ = d(Tx2ii_, , TxJ 
on letting n —> oo, we get d(FTx^nj , Fzj-» 0. and so the sequence 
{FTx,nl} also converges to a point Tz. Similarly by weak commutativity 
of G and Tthe sequence {G71v,^ ,} converges to 7r. 
Since F(A") = T(X) there exists a point r' in J such that Tz = fr\ 
Againt using condition (2) 
d(Fz',GTx2^2) > ad{Fz\Tz') + bd{GTx2n^,TTx2n_2) 
+ cd(Tz',TTx2H_:). 
On letting «->oo, we get 
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0> {a + c)d(Tz, Tz') 
which yields that Tz = Tz'. By weak commutativity of {F, T} we find 
d(TTz , FTz) = d(TFz', FTz') < d(Fz', Tz') = 0 
giving thereby TTz = FTz. Similarly we can show that GTz - TTz.Thus 
we have shown that TTz = FTz = GTz 
Further, for c> J we consider 
d(FTx2n-i >Tx2»^ = d(FTx2^nGx:n:) 
> a d(FTx2n^ ,TTx:n^)+ b d(Gx2m_2, Tx2m_;). 
+ cd{TTx2n^,Tx^:) 
On letting w-^ oo, we get 
d(Tz, z) > c d(Tz, z), 
a contradiction, which gives that Tz = z. Thus we have shown that 
z = Tz = Fz = Gz. 
To show that z is unique, let w be another common fixed point of 
F G and 7", such that w = Tw = Fw = Gw. Consider 
d(w, z) = d(F\v, Gz) > a d{Fw, Tw) + b d(Tz, Gz) + c d(Tw, Tz) 
= c d(w, z) 
which is a contradiction, implying therefore w = r. Tliis completes the proof. 
Remark - 1 (i) Our foregoing Theorem is more general as it guarantees 
the existence of a unique common fixed point when c > J. The 
theorem- 1 ofTaniguchi [118] is a corollary of our Theorem 2.4.1 with 
T = 1 (The identity mapping) and also improves in the sense that the 
fixed point is unique. 
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(ii) Our result also generalizes the results obtained by Wang et. 
al. [120] and Gillespie et. al. [41]. 
The foregoing Theorem can be further generalized for a pair of 
compatible mappings. Thus we prove the following. 
Theorem 2.4.2 Theorem 2.4.1 holds good if F, G and T are assumed 
continuous and condition (3) is replaced by 
(3)' {F, T) and {G, T) are compatible pairs 
Proof. Proceeding as in Theorem 2.4.1, we have that {Txn) is a Cauchy 
sequence and so converges to a point z in X. Where as the subsequences 
{Fx,n t) and {Gx,n_,} converge also to a point z in X. 
Now 
Jim Fx,n+f = lim Tx,n ; = z , it follows from the compatibility of 
{E T} that 
lim d(FTx, „ TFx, ,) = 0 
II - > 0 0 
and from the continuity of F and T it follows that Fz = Tz as w-»oo. 
Similarly we can show that Gz = Tz. Thus we have shown that r is the 
commoncoincidence point of F. G and T, and further if c > 7. we can 
argue as in Theorem 2.4.1. thatr is a unique common fixed point of F. 
G and T. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.4.3 Let (A', d) be a complete metric space. If F, G, T: X->X 
satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) F(X) = T(X), G(X) = T(X). • • 
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(ii) d(Fx,Gy) > a min \d(Tx, Fx), d(Ty Fy), d(Tx, Ty)) 
for each x, y e X, where a > 1. 
(iii) {F, T) ad {G, T) are weakly commuting pairs 
(iv) F,G and Tare continuous atX. 
Then F,G, and T have a coincidence point in X. 
Proof. Proceeding as in Theorem 2.4.1, we construct the sequence 
{Tx } such that Tx,, = Fx, , and Tx7 , = Gx, , 
' n' 2n 2n+1 2n~ I 2n-J 
By condition (ii), we get 
d(Tx2n, Tx2n_t) = d{Fx2n^, GX2H_2) 
> a min {d(Tx2n_v Fx2^t). d(Tx2n_y Gx2n^2) 
d(TX2n~V TX2n-2^ 
> a min {</(7x_w Tx2n), d(Tx2n_2, Tx2n_,) 
diTx2n+1, Tx2n_2)}, 
1 
or d(Txln_„ Tx^j) < d(Tx,n, Tx,n_}) 
a 
1 
Similarly, </(7JTV Tx^}) < d(Jx^v TxJ 
a 
it follows that {TxJ is a Cauchy sequence, hence converges to a point 
z in A'. Consequently the subsequences {Fx,n_I\ and {Gx^,\ also 
converge to a point z. 
Since {F, T) is a weakly commuting pair, we have 
d(FTx^r TFx2HJ < < / (7* w Fx2nJ 
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On letting w->oo and by continuity of Fand Twegetd(Tz, Fz) = 0,giving 
thereby Tz = Fz. Similarly, by weakly commuting of {G, T) and F and 
G are continuous we can get Gz = Tz. Hence we have shown that 
Tz = Fz = Gz. This completes the proof. 
Remark-2 Our foregoing Theorem is more general as it involves three 
mappings. Further by setting T = I (the identity mapping) we get 
Theorem - 2 of Taniguchi [118] as a corollary. 
Remark - 3 It will be interesting to investigate whether or not the 
continuity of mappings T, F and G is really needed in the proof. 
Theorem 2.4.4 Theorem 2.4.3 holds good if we replace condition (iii) 
by (iii)' {F, T} and {G, T) are compatible pairs. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.4.3 except for some 
minor changes, hence it is omitted. 
Theorem 2.4.5 Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. If F, G, T: X->X 
satisfy the following 
(I)" either {F, T) or {G,T} are continuous 
(II)" F(X) = T(X). G(X) = T(X), and 
(III)" d(Fx, Gy) > min {d(Tx, Fx), d(Ty, Gy), d{TxJy)) 
for all x±y in X. Then F and T or G and T have a coincidence point. 
Proof. Consider the case that F and T are continuous. Since X is 
compact, there exists a point z in X such that 
max {d{Tx, Fx) : xeX) = d(Tz, Fz). 
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If Tz = Fz, the proof is complete. Hence we suppose that Tz*Fz then we 
have a sequence {yj in X such that 
d(Tyn ,GyJ -> sup{d(Tx ,Gx) : xeX] whenever n->co. Set 
Tx = Gy for each n > 0. Ifx * y for all n> 0. From (III)" 
d(Fz, Tz) > </(F*„, 7*,) = </(Fx,, Gy„) 
> mm {d(Txn, FxJ , d{Tyn, Gy,) ,d(Txn> Tyj) 
= mm {d(Txn, FxJ , d{Tyn, Gy,) ,d(Gyn, Tyj) 
On letting «—•<», we getting thereby 
d(Fz, Tz) > sup{d(Tz,Gx) : x e X ) . 
Now, since F(X) = T(X), then there existsz' in Xsuch that Fz= Tz'. 
Consider 
sup{d(Tx,Gx) : x e X) > d(Tz',Gz') = d(Fz, Gz') 
> mm {d(Tz, Fz) , d(Tz', Gz') ,d(Tz,Tz')} 
- mm {d(Tz, Fz) , d{Tz\ Gz') M{Tz, Fz)} 
d(Tz,Fz). 
This is a contradiction. Therefore F and T have a coincidence point. 
Similary if we choose that G and Tare continuous, we get a coincidence 
point of G and T. This completes the proof. 
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CHAPTER - III 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS IN CONVEX METRIC SPACES 
3.1 Introduction 
3.2 Basic Definitions 
3.3 Results Concerning the Common Fixed Point 
For a Pair of Mappings in Banach Space 
3.4 Fixed Point Theorems in Metrically Convex 
Metric Space 
3.5 Fixed Point Approximation of Weakly 
Commuting Mappings in Banach Space 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS IN CONVEX 
METRIC SPACES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Markin [79] and Nadler [84] initiated the study of Fixed point 
theorems for a multivalued mappings. Since then there have been 
several extensions known fixed point theorems for multivalued 
mappings which generally associates each point of a metric space 
(X, d) to a closed subset of X. However, in some physical situation the 
mapping involved is not self-mapping of X. 
Assad and Kirk [4] gave sufficient conditions for such mappings 
to have a fixed point by proving a theorem for multivalued contraction 
mappings in a complete metrically convex metric space. For similar 
results one can also refer to Assad [5], Itoh [54], Khan [66], Hadzic and 
Gajic [43], Rhoades ([95], [100]), Ahmad and Khan [2], Ahmad et. al. 
[1], Assad et.al.[7], Chang [17], Pathak [89] etc. 
In Section 3.2 basic definitions are included which find immediate 
use in the following sections of this Chapter. 
In Section 3.3 we have studied fixed point theorems for a pair of 
non-self mappings with weak commutativity conditions employing 
Boyd and Wong [10] type contractive condition in convex metric space. 
Our results generalize and extend the earlier results due to Assad [6] 
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and Kannan [62]. An example has been provi ded to support the hypothesi s 
of our results. 
In Section 3.4 we are able to extend a result of Rhoades [100] for 
a pair of single-valued and multivalued mappings in a complete metrically 
convex metric space. Examples have been provided to support the 
validity of the hypothesis. 
Finally, in Section 3.5 we prove two theorems concerning the 
approximation of common fixed point for a pair of weakly commuting 
mappings in Banach space. Our results extend the results of Khan [67], 
Shimi [110] and many others. 
3.2 BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let (X, d) be a metric space, Following Nadler [84] we define 
(i) CB(X)={A : A is a non-empty closed and bounded subset of A'). 
C{X) = {A : A is a non-empty compact subset of X) 
(ii) For non-empty subsets of A and B of X, and x&X 
D(A, B) = inf{d(a,b) : a e A, b e B } 
Dfx, A) = inf{d(x, a) : a e A) 
H(A, B) - max [{sup D(a,B) : a e A), {sup D(A,b) : b e B\] 
It is well known (Kuratowski [75]) that CB(X) is a metric space 
with the distance function H called Hausdorff metric and (CB{X), H) is 
a complete metric space in the event that (X,d) is complete. 
Following Assad and Kirk [4], we recall 
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Definition 3.2.1 A metric space (X,d) is said to be metrically convex 
if for any x, ye X (with x * y) there exists z e X (A: * y * z) such that 
dfx, z) + d(z, y) = dfx, y). 
Definition 3.2.2 Let K be a non-empty closed subset of a metric space 
(X,d). A mapping F: K -> CBfX) is said to be continuous at xoeK if for 
any 8 >0, there exists a 8 > 0 such that H(Fx, FxJ < e , whenever 
d{x, xj < 8. If F is continuous at every point of K, we say that F is 
continuous at K. 
In an attempt to extend the concepts of weak commutativity of 
Sessa [103] and compatibility of Jungck [56]. 
Hadzic and Gajic [43] and Hadzic [44] introduced the following. 
Definition 3.2.3 Let K be a non-empty subset of a metric space (X,d). 
F: K-> CBfX) and T: K->X. Then the pair {F T} is said to be weakly 
commuting if for every *, y in K such that x e Fy and Ty e K • 
D(Tx, FTy) < D(Ty, Fy) 
Definition 3.2.4 Let AT be a non-empty subset of a metric space (A',d). 
F : K -> CBfX) and T : K -> X. Then the pair [F, T) is said to be 
compatible if for every sequence {xj from A' and from the relation 
hm D(Fx , Tx ) = 0 and Tx e K. it follows that 
IimD(Tyn,FTxt) = 0. 
for every sequence {y } from K such that yn e Fxn. 
For A' = X and F a single-valued, Definitions 3.2.3 and 3.2-4 
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reduce to those of Sessa [103] and Jungck [56] respectively. 
If we assumed: K -* X (Single- valued mapping) then the above 
definitions can be restated as. 
Definition 3.2.5 Let K be a non-empty subset of a metric space (X,d). 
F T: K -+X. The pair {F, T) is said to be weakly commuting if for each 
x, y e K, such that x = Fy and Ty e K,we have , 
d(Tx, FTy) < day, Fy) 
Definition 3.2.6 Let AT be a non-empty subset of a metric space (X,d) 
and F, T: K -» X. The pair {F, T} is said to be compatible if for every 
sequence {xj from K and from the relation. 
Iim d(Tx Fx ) = 0 and Tx e K, n e N, it follows that 
n—>oo " " 
Urn d{TyifFTxn) = 0, 
for every sequence {yj from K such that y = Fxn, n e N. 
3.3 RESULTS CONCERNING THE COMMON FIXED POINT 
FOR A PAIR OF MAPPINGS IN BANACH SPACE 
In this Section, we have studied fixed point for a pair of mapping 
with weak conditions of commutativity employing the Boyd and Wong 
[10] type contractive condition. Our results extend the earlier known 
results of Assad [6] and many others. An example has also been given. 
Let X be a Banach space for all x, y e X, d{x,y) well represent 
II x-y ||. 
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The following Lemma due to Assad and Kirk [4] finds immediate 
applications. 
Lemma 3.3.1 Let {X,d) be a metrically convex metric space, and K a 
non-empty closed subset of X. If x e K, and j g K, then there exists a 
point 2 e dK (the boundary of K) such that 
d(x,y) = d(x,z) + d(z,y). 
It is well known that every Banach space is metrically convex. 
Definition 3.3.2 Let A' be a non-empty subset of a metric space (X, d) 
and F, T : K -> X satisfy the condition 
(3.3.1) (p[d(Fx, Fy)] < b{q>[d(Tx, Fx)] + <p[d(Ty, Fy)]\ 
+ cmin {<p[d(Tx, Fy)], y[d(Ty, Fx)]\ 
for all x, y e K, with x * y, b, c > 0, 2b + c < 1 and (p : R'->R- be 
an increasing, continuous function for which the following property 
holds : 
(3.3.2.) cp(O = 0 i f a n d o n l y i f r = 0 
We call a function F satisfying condition (3.3.1) as generalized 
T-contractive. 
Motivated from Assad [6]. we prove the following : 
Theorem 3.3.3 Let A' be a Banach space, K a non-empty closed subset 
of A'. Let F, T : K -> X be such that F is generalized ^-contractive 
satisfying the conditions. 
(i) dK c TK, FK c 7X, 
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(ii) 7A e dK => Fx e K, 
(iii) Fand Tare weakly commuting, 
(iv) 7 is continuous at A\ 
and cp : R* -» /T an increasing continuous function satisfying (3.3.2). 
Then there exists a unique common fixed point z in K such that 
z = 7z = Fz. 
Proof. We construct the sequences {AJ and {v^ } in the following way. 
Letx edK, then there exists a point A( in AT such thatx = 7A as 
dK c 7X. From 7x e^A' and the implication Tx e dK => Fx e K. we 
conclude that Fx e K n FK c TK. Let A, G A' be such that y, = Tx = 
o — / y I I 
Fxo € A^ . Let_y, = Fxr Suppose j \ e A", then v, e K n FA' c TX, which 
implies that there exists a point A, e A'such that v,= 7A,. suppose v, eA\ 
then there exists a point/? e dA' such that (Lemma 3.3.1). 
d{Txr p) + d{p, )\) = d{Txr y,). 
since p e dK c TX, there exists a point A, e A" such that /? = 7A, and so 
d(Txr Tx:) - d(Txy >\) = <af(7JC7, V, ). 
Let v, = FA,. Thus repeating the foregoing arguments we obtain two 
sequences {xj and {yj such that 
(i) v , = FA , 
(ii) Y e K=>y = Tx . or 
(iii) v £ K => Tx edK and 
d{Tx ., Tx ) + d(Tx , v ) = d{Tx ., v ). 
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We denote 
P={Txie{TxJ:Txi=yi}, 
0 = { 7 * e {TxJ : Tx^y.}. 
Obviously the two consecutive terms of {TxJ can not lie in Q.'Let u s 
denote tn - d(Txn, Tx ). We have the following three cases : 
Case 1 If Tx. Tx , e P, then 
— — — — rr n~l ' 
<p{tj = <p[d(Txn, 7*,.,)] 
= <p [diFx^ , FxJ) 
< b{<p{d(Txn., , FxnJ] + (p[d{Txn, FxJ]) 
+ c min {(p[d(Txnl, FxJ], (p[d{Txn, Fx^)]} 
= H<P(tn.,) + <PitJl 
b 
and thus, <p{tj < ( ) cp{t^) 
1 -b 
Case 2 If Tx e P, Tx , e Q. 
Note that d(Txn, 7*,.,) + (7*,.,. y^) = d{Txn, y>>_J 
or d(Txn, Txm_,) < d(Txn, > V / ) = d(yti, j V / ) , 
hence (p(/J = ^ ( 7 ^ , T^,)] 
= cp[d(Fxihl, FxJ] 
< b{cp[d{Txtl_rFxtJ] + cp[d(Txn,FxJ]} 
+ c min {(p[d{Txnl, FxJ] , (p[d(Txn, FxnJ]\ 
= b{(p(tn_1)+ <p[d(jn, y„ ,)]) 
b 
Therefore, tp[d{ym, ym_,)) < (——) e> ('„.,)• 
7-0 
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b 
and hence cp(tn) < (p[d{yn, yn^)] < (-——) <p(/,,.,). 
1-b 
Case 3 If Tx e Q, Tx , eP, and thus Tx . eP. Since Tx is a convex 
linear combination of Tx , and v it follows that 
(*) rf(7\ , 7*,.,) < ma* {</(7^/f 7 \ . , ) , <v,;, 7*,.,)} 
If </(7i,.;l TxnJ<d(yn, 7 \ , J , then 
d(Txn, Txn^) < d(y^ 7*nW), and hence 
(p(g = ?[</( r v r j ] 
= <p[d(y„, yn„)] 
= cp[d{Fx^, Fxt)} 
< b{(p[d(Txn_rFxnJ] + cp[d(Txn> FxJ]) . 
+ c min {<p[d(Txnl, FxJ] , q>[d(Txn, FxnJ] J 
= b{cp[d{Tx^,yJ] + <p(tj\ 
+ c min {<p[d(Txn], Txt^J] . <p[d{Txn ] yj]}. 
It follows that. (1-b) (p{tj < bividiTx^.yJ]} + c{(p[d(TXii, yj]\ 
Since d(Txnl,yn)> d(Txu, yj, (as Txn eQ) 
hence qy[d{Txnl,yJ] > (p[d{Txn, yj]. 
And, therefore (7-b) <p(tj< (b+c) <p[d(Txfi/,yJ] 
or, (pit J < ( — - H cpldiTx^^yJ]. 
1-b 
Now, proceeding as in Case 2. (because Txn; eP, TxneQ). we obtain 
/3+c b 
* ' . ) * ( - 7 - ) ( - T T - ) * ' - ^ 7-o 7-o 
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From (*)if d[yn, 7> ,J < d(Tx^ , Tx„,) , then 
eUTx, 7JTBW) < d(Txn/ , Txn^) , and hence 
cpf/J = <p[d(Txn, 7^,)] < (p[d(T*n.r Txn ,)] 
= (p[d(Fxn_:, FxJ] 
< b{<p[d(Txn_:, FxnJ] + cp[d{Txn, FxJ]) • 
+ c min {(p[d{Txn_:, FxJ] , <p[d(Txn, FxnJ]\ 
* b{(p(tn.:)+(p(tt)} +c(p(ttJ. 
Therefore, noting that by Case 2. (p{tn!) < #>('„.,)- we conclude 
1-0 
Thus in all cases 
b + c 
r - o v
 0 + C (
-nr) *'^ 
1-0 
f o r n = l , ^ ; ) < ( - ^ - ) p(/o), 
7 - b 
b + c b + c 
for w = 2, p(f,) £ ( ) **',) * ( ): ViO-
1 - b 1 - b 
it implies by induction that 
1 - b 
On letting «^ >oo , we have (p{tj -*0, and by property (p(t) = 0 if 
and only if t = 0, we have 
/ = (7x , Tx ,) -*0 as n->oo. ,"
 A 
r > \ 
. '\ \cc. y,o 
so that {Txn} is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges to a point 
zinK. 
Now, there exists a subsequence {Txf } of {TxJ such that {Txn } 
is contained in P. For convenience, we take {Tx }= ITx \. Since T is 
continous {TTxJ converges to Tz. 
We wish to show that Tz = Fz. On using the weak commutati vity 
of F and T (Definition 3.2.5), we have Txn = Fxn t and Txnl eK, so . 
d{TTxn,FTxn_})< d(Fx^,TXfhJ) = d(Txn, 7 * J 
On letting «->oo , we get d(TTz , FTxn ) ->0, which implies that 
{F7AW/} -> 7z and also #>[d(7z, F7JC )]->0 as w-»oo . since <p is 
continuous. 
Now consider 
<p[d{FTx^,Fz)] < b{(p[d{TTxn_v FTx^)} + cp[d(Tz, Fz)]} 
+ c mm {<p[d(TTxn_r Fz)]. <p[d(Tz, FTxtJ]\ 
which on letting w-»oo , we get 
<p[d(Tz,Fz)] <b{(p[d{Tz,Fz)]\ 
a contradiction, giving thereby cp[d(Tz, Fz)] = 0, which implies that 
d(Tz, Fz) = 0, and thus Tz = Fz. 
To show that Tz = z. Consider 
cp[d(Txn, Tz)] = <p[d(Fxn_rFz)] 
< b{<p[d{TXihrFx^)\ + rtd{Tz,Fzl\\ 
+ c mm {(p[d(Txn_r Fz)], tp[d(Tz, FxnJ)]\ 
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and letting «-»oo , we get 
(p\d(z, Tz)] < c <p[d(z, Tz)} 
which is a contradiction, giving thereby <p[d(z, Tz)] = 0. which implies 
that d(z, Tz) = 0, and hence z = Tz. 
Thus we have shown that z = Tz - Fz, so 2 is a common fixed point 
of F and T. To show that z is unique, let u be another fixed point of F 
and T, then 
<p[d(w,z)] = (p[d(Fw, Fz)] 
< b{<p[d(Tu\ /MI)] + cp[d(Tz, Fz)] } 
+ c mm {(p[d{Tu\ Fz)] , (p[d(Tz, Fw)] } 
= c <p[d(w, z)] 
a contradiction giving therefore (p[d(n\ z)] = 0. which implies that 
d(w, z) = 0, thus w = z. This completes the proof. 
Remark - 1 Our foregoing theorem is more general and extends 
theorem 3.1 due to Assad [6] for a pair of weakly commuting mappings. 
Remark - 2 If we set c = 0. b < 1/2 and (p(t) = t. then also the result so 
obtained extends a theorem of Kannan [62] for a pair of weakly 
commuting non-self mappings. 
Remark - 3 The condition FK c TK can not be relaxed. Therefore 
Theorem 3.1 of Assad [6] can not be obtained by putting T = 1 
(the identity mapping). For if we put T = I then FA' c IK = K which 
contradicts the hypothesis that F is a mapping from K into A'. 
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Now, we extend Theorem 3.3.3 further by assuming that a pair 
{F, T) is compatible (Definition 3.2.6) and T is continuous at K. We 
prove the following. 
Theorem 3.3.4 Let Xbe a Banach space, K a non-empty closed subset 
of X. Let F, T : K -> X be such that F is generalized ^-contractive 
satisfying the conditions : 
(i) dK c TK, FK c TK, 
(ii) 7x e dK=> Fx e K, 
(iii) F and T are compatible, 
(iv) F is continuous at K 
and (P : R~ -> ?^* an increasing continuous function satisfying 
(3.3.2). Then there exists a unique common fixed point z in A s^uch that 
z - Tz = Fz. 
Proof Proceeding as in Theorem 3.3.3 we can show that the sequence 
{Tx \ converges to a point z in K. Again we assume that there exists a 
subsequence {Tx } is contained in P. We again denote for convenience, 
{Tx } = {Tx }. 
' n,' y n> 
Since Tx = Fx , and Tx , e A' and d(Fx , , Tx .) = 
d(Txn, Tx ) -> 0 as w->co, it follows that from the compatibility of F 
and T that 
Urn d(TTxn, FTxnl) = 0 
//->oo 
and from the continuity of T it follows that {F7*fi_/}->7z as w->oo . 
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Now, arguing in the same manner as in Theorem 3.3.3 we can 
show that z = Tz = Fz. The uniqueness follows from Theorem 3.3.3. 
This completes the proof. 
Example 3.3.4 Let X be the set of reals equipped with the Euclidean 
metric and K = {-2} u [0,1], we define the mappings F, T : K -> X 
as fallows : 
f -2x, x e [0,1] 
Tx= i 
^ 1, x =-2 
{ -A/2. x e [0.1) 
0, * e { - 2 , l } 
It is easy to see that dK = {-2, 0, 1} c [-2, 0] u {1} = T(^) 
and F( /0 = ( - 1/2, 0) c T(r), Furthermore 
7(1) = -2 e a^=>F( ] ) = 0 e A' 
T(0) = 0 e dK => F(0) = 0 e A 
f(-2) = l e ^ = > F(-2) = 0 eA' 
By routine calculation we can show that [F, T} is ^-contraction 
59 125 
with <p(t) = t- where b = . c = and that the pair IF, T\ is 
1520 152 
weakly commuting. 
Here we note that 0 = T(0) = F(0). 
3.4. FIXED POINT THEOREMS IN METRICALLY 
CONVEX METRIC SPACE 
In this Section, we study some fixed point theorems for a pair of 
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multivalued and single-valued mappings satisfying the contractive 
condition of Rhoades [100] thereby extending a result obtained by him. 
Two illustrative examples are also furnished to demonstrate the validity 
of the hypothesis. 
Following Rhoades [100] we introduce the following 
Definition 3.4.1 Let K be a non-empty closed subset of a metric space 
(X,d). Let F: K -> CB{X) and T: K ->X then F i s said to be generalized 
T-contraction of K into CB(X) if for each *, y in A', such that 
d(Tx, Ty) 
H(Fx, Fy) < h max { , D(Tx, Fx). D(Ty. Fy), 
a 
[DjTx, Fy) + D(Ty, Fx)] 
a + h 
where 0<h<{-\+ V5)/2, a> ]+[2/r7(l+/?)]. 
We need the following Lemma due to Nadler [84] 
Lemma 3.4.2 Let^j, B e CB(X), x e A. Then, for each postive number 
0, there exists >> e B such that 
d(x, y) < H(A, B)+ 9 
MA, B e C(X) then one can find b e B such that d(a,b) <H(A. B). 
Now we prove the following 
Theorem 3.4.3 Let (X,d) be a complete metrically convex metric space. 
A' a non-empty closed subset of X. If Fis a generalized T-contraction of 
K into CB(X) satisfying x * y, Fx * Fy, h{h + 1) < 1. and 
(i) dK c TK, FK c TK ; Tx e d£=> Fx c A, 
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(ii) {F, T} is weakly commuting pair, 
(iii) T is continuous at K 
Then there exists a point z in A' such that z = Tz e Fz. 
Proof. If 6=h{\ +/?) = 0, then the theorem holds trivially. Thus without 
loss of generality we assume 9 >0. We construct the sequences {xj and 
{^ n} in the following way. 
Let x e dK, then there exists a point* eA such that x = Tx as dK 
c TK. From Txo e dK and the implication Tx e dK => Fx c A', we 
conclude that Fx e K n FK c 77L 
<> — 
Let x, e A be such that v, = Tx, e Fx c A. Sine* v. e Fx there 
; * I l o — • ' I D 
exists a pointy, e Fx} such that by Lemma 3.4.2 
d[y, , y2) < H(Fxo, Fx,) + G. 
Suppose v, eA, then j , e K r\ FK c TK which implies that there 
exists ax , e A' such thaty.= Txr Suppose;1, e A'. Then there exists a 
point q € dK such that 
d(Tx, . q) + d(q, V,) = d(Txr v,). 
Since A e 3A'c TK. there exists a point x, e A such that q = Tx, and so. 
(/(Tx,, 7A-,) +d(Tx:,y:) =d(Txry,). 
Let v, e Fx, be such that 
d(y:, ys) < H{Fxr Fx2) + P. 
Thus repeating the foregoing arguments, weobntain two sequences \x'J 
and {v } such that 
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(i)' y . = Fx , 
(ii)' y e K =>y = Tx or v e K =s> Tx e 3A' and 
diTx^.Tx) +d{Txm,yn) =d{Tx^yt), 
(*»)' ^ „ . J „ + / ) ZH(Fx^,FXi)+0°. 
We denote 
P = { 7 A ,
 e {7*,} : r*, = ^ j , 
£ = { 7 * e {7*,} : 7* *.?,} 
Obviously two consecutive terms of {TxJ cannot lie in Q. We consider 
the following three cases : 
Case - 1 If Tx e P, Tx , eP then 
— • — — — — n n - I 
d(Tx , Tx ,) 
= d(yn,ynJ 
< H(FXrh],Fxn)+0" 
fd(Tx ,,Tx) 
<hmax{ 11 =-, D( Txfh!, Fx^ ) , D( Txn, FxJ, 
a 
[D(Tx^,Fxf)+ D{Txn,FxtJ] 
a i- h 
}+ 0° 
d(Tx , , 7A) 
< h max { - —. d{Txnl, TxJ , d{Txn, 7A,,.,). 
a 
[d(Tx ,, Tx ,) + d(Tx , Tx )] , 
a + h 
0" < max {hd{Tx ,, Tx ) +0", 
V v II-1 n ' 
i-n 
1-h 
hd{Txn_,, Txn)+ (a + h)0" 
a 
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1 a + h 
< h d{Tx^ , TxJ + max { , } 9" 
< h d(Txn^ , TxJ + 
\ -h a 
9" 
1 -h 
Case - 2 If Txn € P, Txn} eQ, then by (ii)', we obtain 
d(Txn,TxnJ< d(Txn,yr^) 
< H(Fx ,, Fx ) + 9" 
v
 n-l n' 
fd(Tx , , Tx ) 
< h max { - —, D{Tx ,, Fx ,) , D(Tx , Fx ), 
* '
 v
 n-l n-l ' ' v n ' » • " 
[ z x r ^ , Fxn) + z)(rxw, ^ j ] + ^ 
a + /? 
(d(Txn , TxJ 
< h max { - — d(Tx ,, Tx ) , ^(7* , v ,). 
v v n-l n 7 ' v n * n-l' 
a 
[d(Txn,,yt^)+ d(Txit,Txf)] 
a + h 
} + 9" 
t 9" hd(Tx , , Tx )^{a+h)9" . 
<max {hd(Txnl, TxJ+9\ - , - - } 
1-/7 a 
\ a+ h 
< h d{Tx ,, Tx) + max { , f 9" 
1
 1-/7 a J 
9" 
< h d(Tx ,, Tx) + 
'-' " 1-/7 
Case - 3 If 7JC eQ, Tx , eP, then Tx . = v . . Hence by the 
^ — — — — n *~ n-l n-l •n-l •> 
convexity of X. 
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(*) d{Txn, 7*,.,) <max{d{Txnl< Txm.,),d{ym, Tx^,)\ 
Suppose that the maximum of the right hand side of (*) is 
d(y , Tx ,) then 
v
 « n 1' 
d(Txti,Txn^) < % „ , 7 * n J = diy^y,,,) 
<H(Fx^,Fxn) +9" 
, d(Tx ,, Tx) 
<hmax{ "-1 =_ , D(Tx^, Fxn_,) . D(Txn, FxJ, 
a 
[D(Tx ,,Fx)+ D(Tx , Fx ,)]. 
l v
 n-l n' v n " " ' \ j _ Z J n 
a~T~h 
, d(Tx ., Tx) 
<hmax{ Zl "—}, d(Txn_ryn) , d(Txn, 7*,.,), 
a 
[d{Tx ,,Tx .) + d(Tx , y )] . 
L V n-l n~l> V " J"Ji \
 + Qn 
a + h 
Since Txn eQ, then 
d(Tx .,y )>d(Tx ., Tx ) 
v
 n-l J n ' v n-l n' 
we note that 
rf(^/V,) + d(Txm,ym)^d(Tx^,TXm)+ d(Txn Jx^,)+d(Txn, yj 
= d(Txit_,,yn) + d{TxnJxn^) 
So that 
d(Tx Jx ,) < h max {d{Tx ,,y ) , d(Tx ,Tx ,). 
v
 n n+1 ' v v n-l •? iv ' v n n-l' 
WTxn.,,yn) + d{Txn,TxH_,)\ + ^ 
o + /; 
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0" hd(Tx , , v)+ (a+h)0" . 
< h max {h d (Txn_, .yJ+0", —— , ^ - ^ } ]-h a 
9" 
< h d(Tx^ , y,) + 
\-h 
Qn-1 Q« 
< K d(Txn.,, TxnJ + h— + 
1-/7 1-/7 
by Case 2. 
If the maximum of the right hand side of (*) is 
d(Tx , , Tx ,) , then 
v
 n-l n-1' 
(**) d(Txn,Tx^) < dfTx^.Tx,.,) 
< d(Txn_,, yn) + d(yn, TxnJ 
= dFx^.yJ + d(yn,y^,) 
< d(Tx^,yn) + H(Fxn_,,Fxn) + 0" 
d(Txn,, TxJ 
^
 d(Tx„., <y„) + h max { - — - D(Tx„-i' Fx,,,^ 
a 
[D(Tx , , Fx ) + D{Tx , Fx ,)] , 
D(Txn, Fxn), " ' =: —1 ^- }+ 0" 
a + h 
d(Txn; , Tx ) 
^ d(Txnl, yj + h max { - - , d{Txn] , yj. 
a 
[d(Tx
 t,Tx .) + d(Tx , v)] ; 
d(Txn,Txn^), -! "— " " }+0" 
a + h 
0" 
< max{(]+h)d(Txn_/,yn)+0" 1-h 
[diTx^^Tx^^djTx^yJ] ^ ^ 
a + h 
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Using (*) if the maximum of quantity in braces is the third term, 
then as Txn e Q. 
hd{Tx , v )+(a+h)0" 
d(Tx ., Tx .) < — " " 
a 
hd(Txn_I,yn)+(a+h)0" 
< 
a 
Therefore 
0" 
d(Txmr,, TxJ < max {(1+h) d(Tx^ , v„) + 0 \ 
J-h 
h d{Txn_,, yJHa+h)0\ 
a 
0" 
< (l+h)d(Tx„,,yJ + 
< h(l+h)d(Txn:, TxtJ + 
J-h 
h0'"1 0" 
1-h 1-h 
Thus in any case, we have 
0" 
h d(Tx ,, Tx ) + or 
-' " 1-h 
d(Tx , Tx .) < . 
• h Q"'! 9" 
h(l+h) d(Tx , , Tx ,)+ 
1-h 1-h 
{ 
Now, proceeding as in Rhoades [100], it is easy to show that {TxJ is a 
Cauchy sequence and hence converges to a point z in K. Now. there 
exists a subsequence {Tx ) of {TxJ such that {Txn } is contained in P. 
for convenience, we take {Tx } = {Tx } . Since Tis continuous {TTx } 
is converges to Tz. Thus using the weak commutativity of F and T 
(Definition 3.2.3) we have 
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Tx € Fx , n K and Tx , eK, so 
n n-l n-l • ' 
D(TTx , FTx ,) < D(Fx , , Tx ,) < d(Tx , Tx ,) 
x
 n n-l' x n-l n-l' v n n-l' 
On letting «->oo , we get 
D(Tz, FTx^) -+ 0 
Now, consider 
D(TTxn, Fz) < D(TTxn, FTxnJ + H{FTx^ , Fz) 
ATTxn], Tz) 
< D(TTxn , FTxfJ + hmax { ^ , D(TTx^ , FTX>J. 
a 
[D(TTxnI,Fz) + D(Tz,FTxnl)] 
D(Tz, Fz), - ^—} 
a + h 
and letting «-»oo , we get 
D(Tz,Fz) 
D(Tz, Fz) < h max {O, 0, D(Tz, Fz), } 
a + h 
which implies that 
D(Tz, Fz)< hD(Tz, Fz) 
a contradiction, yielding thereby Tz e Fz. as Fz is closed. 
Again , consider 
d(Txn, Tz) < H{Fxn_r Fz) 
< hmax { , D(Txfhl , Fx^) , D(Tz, Fz). 
a 
[D(Txn_rFz)+D(Tz,FxtJ] 
a + h 
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, d{Tx ,, Tz) 
< hmax{ , d(Jxnl, Txn), d(Tz, Tz), 
a 
[d(Txn_r Tz)+d(Tz, Txm)] 
a + h 
on letting w-»oo , we get 
hd(z, Tz) 2h d(z, Tz) 
d(z, Tz) < max { , 0, 0, 
a a + h 
2h 
< { } d(z, Tz) 
a+h 
giving thereby 
z = Tz eFz. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.4.4 Theorem 3.4.3 holds good if we replace the condition 
(ii) and (iii) by 
(ii)" {F, T) is a compatible pair, 
(iii)" F and T are continuous at K, 
Then there exists a point z in K such that z = Tz eFz. 
Proof Proceeding as Theorem 3.4.3 we have that the sequence ,' Tx'J 
is Cauchy and therefore converges to some point z in K. So. as argued 
there, there exists a subsequence {Tx } in P that is v = Tx . Again 
for convenience, we denote Tx as Tx . 
"k 
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Now, we use the compatibility of {F, T) (Definition 3.2.4) to 
show that Tz eFz. Since Tx eFx , nJC and Tx , eK, we have 
n n-l n-I 
D(Fx^ , Tx^) < d(Txn, r x ^ H O , as n->oo , 
it follows from the compatibility of {F, T} that 
Urn D(TTxn, FTxnl) = 0 
//->oo 
From the inequality 
D(TTxn, Fz) < D(TTxn, FTxJ +H(FTx^ , Fz) 
and since F is H-continuous and T is continuous, on letting rf—>°c it 
follows that D(Tz, Fz) = 0 giving thereby Tz eFz as Fz is closed. 
Proceeding as Theorem 3.4.3 we have z= Tz eFz. This completes 
the proof. 
Remark - 1 The condition FK c TK can not be relaxed. Therefore the 
result of Rhoades [100] can not be obtained by putting T = I the identity 
mapping. For if we put T = I then FK c IK = K which contradicts the 
hypothesis that F is a mapping from K to X. So our theorems are new 
results. 
Remark-2 The condition in the hypothesis'*^-, FA:*Fy' is necessary. 
Since the Theorems fail for F taken as constant mapping which is 
demonstrated by the fallowing example. 
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Example 3.4.5 Let (X,d) = R,K = (-00, -1 ] u [1. + 00), F: K - • CB{X) 
and T: K —> Jf two mappings so defined : -
F(x) = [-2, -]] u [J, 2] and Tx = -x Vx e A 
It is easy to verify that the mappings satisfy all the conditions of 
the hypothesis except x *y, Fx* Fy. We see that T{0) = 0 & F(0) and 
so F and T have no cmmon fixed point. 
Now, we furnish an example demonstrating the validity of the 
hypothesis of our theorems. 
Example 3.4.6 Let X be the set of reals equipped with euclidean metric 
and K = {-3} u [0, 1]. We define the mappings T : K -» X and 
F : K -> CB{X) as fallows 
_ (-3x, xe [0, 1] I 
M , JT = -3 * 
_ ( [-x/2 , 0] , x e [0, 1) 1 
^ {0}, x e {-3. lj ' 
it easy to see that dK = {-3, 0, 1} c [-3. 0] u {1} = TK. and 
FK = {-1/2, 0] c TK. Furthermore 
7*0) = -3 e dK =>F(1)= {0} c A \ 
7(0) = 0 edK => F{0) = {0} c A'. 
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and T(-3) = 1 e dK => F(-3) = {0} cr A'. 
Similarly be a routine calculation we can show that F is a generalized 
^-contractive of K into C5(X) with h = 0.6 and a = 1.45 and also 
{^ 7} is weakly commuting. 
Here one may note that 0(=7\0)) e F(0) = {0} 
3.5 FIXED POINT APPROXIMATION OF WEAKLY 
COMMUTING MAPPINS IN BANACH SPACE 
In this Sections, we prove two theorems cencerning the 
approximation of common fixed points for a pair of weakly commuting 
mappings in Banach spaces. Our results one indead extension of those 
obtained by Khan [67] andShimi [110] which are in tern generalizations 
of results due to Kannan [62] and Krasnoselskii [72]. 
Before presenting our results, we recall that a pair of self-
mapping {F, G} of a normed linear space A' is said to be weakly 
commuting (cf. Sessa [103]) if 
|| FGx - GFx || < ||GA- - Fx \\ for all x e X. 
Clearly commuting pair is weakly commuting but the converse 
need not to be true in general. 
Now. we prove the following 
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Theorem 3.5.1 Let X be a Banach space and * e X be arbitrary. 
L e t F G :X->Xsuch that 
(i) F and G art weakly commuting 
(ii) F(X) c G(X) 
(iii) G is continuous and Linear 
(iv) for all x, y e X, we have 
|| Fx - Fy | | < a \\ Gx - Gy | | + b [||GAVFX|| + |IGV-FV||] 
+ c[\\Gx-Fy\\ + \\Gy-Fx\\] 
where a, c> 0, b > 0, a + 2b + 2c < 1. 
Let xo e X be arbitrary. If {xj is a sequence in X satisfying 
Gxn j = 1/2 [Gxn+ FxJ, n-0, 1,2,... and for which Gxn converges. Then 
there exists a unique common fixed point of F and G. 
Proof. Define a mapping F] by setting F,(x) = 1/2 {Gx + Fx) 
Then F}{x) = G(xn^), n = 0, 1,2,.... Also since F(X) c G(X) it follows 
that Ft is a self mapping on X, Ft(X) c G(AA), the sequence {GxJ is a 
sequence of G-iteration ofx under F ;(c.f Park [87]) and we claim that 
a pair {F,, G) is weakly commuting. For that as G is linear we define 
FtG = 1/2 [G: + FG], GF] = 1/2(G: + GF) 
Now for all x. y e X, and using weak commutativity of F and G 
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we have 
|| Ffix - GF,x || = J/2\\Gx + FGx - Gx - GFx \\ 
< 1/2 || Gx - Fx II 
= 1/2 || Gx -2F,x + Gx || 
- || Gx - F,x || 
which means that a pair {Fr G} is weakly commuting 
Now for any x, y e X. we have 
WF^-FjW <l/2 li Gx-Gy \\ + 1/2 \\ Fx - Fy \\ 
Now, since 
\\Fx -Fy\\<a\\Gx-Gy\\+ b[\\Gx - Fx \\ + \\Gy - Fy ||] 
+ c[\\Gx -Fy\\ + \\Gy- Fx\\] 
< (a + 2c) || Gx - Gy\\ + {b + c) [||Gx - FA || + IIG)' - FA ||] 
Therefore 
(*) || F,* - F,y || < 1/2 (l+a+2c) || GA - Gy \\ 
+ (b+c) [(|| Gx-Fx \\)/2 + (|j G>'-Fv |j)/2] 
< || GA - Gy || + 7/2 [|| Gx - F]X \\ + i Gv - F;v||] 
If {GxJ converges to u. then for n = 1. 2.3 By using (*) and 
weak commutativity of Fi and G we have 
| | G ( G A / W ) - F H i = | | G F / ( A j - F / ? / | i 
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<| |GF> - F,Gx || + \\F.Gx - F,u\\ 
II I n I n >' I I ; n / " 
< | | F J C -GX II + || GGx -Gu \\ 
•I I n n i • i i n ' ' 
+ l/2[||GrGA-n)-F;(GA-n)|| + I, C « - F | W ||] 
< || F,xn - Gxn 11 + 11 G-\, - Gu || + 7/2[||G-\ - GF,xn \ \ 
+ ||GF7xn - Ffixm\\ + || Gw - G-\_, ll + H C ^ , - F,u ||] 
< ||Gx,4/- G*„ II + II G \ - Gu I) + 7/2[||G-\, - C?*,., || 
+ | |Gx^ - Gxn || + || Gu - (Fxn„ ll + H G-\_, - F,u ||] 
Thus 
7/2 | |G-\+/ - * > 11 < 3/2 \\Gxn+1 - Gx J | -r \ \ G-\, - Gu\\ 
+ || G2x -G2x , | | 
and letting «—»oo , and by using continuity of G and the fact that Gxn, 
Gxn+], -> M, we get 
| |Gw-/y / | | = 0 
getting therefore, G« = Ftu and thus GM = Fu. Next by weak 
commutativity of F and G we get 
|| FGu - GFu \\ < \\ Gu - Fu \\ = \\ Gu - Gu \\ = 0 
giving thereby, FGu = GFu = G(Gu) = F(Fu) 
Now. consider 
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||F« - F2u \\<a\\ Gu - GFu \\ + b [\\ Gu - Fu \\ + \\GFu - F:u '!] 
+ c[\\ Gu-F-u || + || GFu-Fu\\] 
which yields 
F{Fu) = F(u) 
But G(Fu) = F(Gu) = F(Fu) = Fu, and so Fu is a common fixed 
point of F and G. For uniquences let Fw be another fixed point of F and 
G such that FFw = GFw = Fw, Now 
|| FFu - FFw || < a || GFu - GFw \\ + b [\\GFu - FFu\\ 
+ \\GFw - FFw 11] + c [\\GFu - FFw \\ + \\ GFw - FFu ||] 
so that, 
|| Fu - Fw \\<(a + 2c) \\ Fu - Fw \\ 
a contradiction as b > 0 implies a + 2c < J. Hence Fu = Fw is a unique 
fixed point of F and G. 
Remark * 1 We extend a theorem 3.1 of Khan [67] by involving weak 
commutativity instead of commutativity. 
Remark - 2 Putting G = I in Theorem 3.5.1 we get on extension of the 
result of Shimi [110]. 
Now we wish to investigate the solvability of certain non-linear 
functional equations in Banach space. 
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Theorem 3.5.2 Let {uj be a sequence of elements in a Banach space 
X, and let {vj be a sequence of solutions to the equation 
Gx - Fx = G{un), n = 1, 2, ... , where F and G are as in Theorem 3.5.2 
except that G need not be linear. Then if {GuJ-*0 as «->oo . the 
sequence {GvJ converges to the solution of the equation Fx = Gx. . 
Proof. Firstly we observe that 
||Fv - Fv II <a II Gv - Gv \\ + b [\\Gv - Fv II + ||Gv -Fv 111 
ii
 n „, i i i i n m i , Li , ; « I i ' ' m m M J 
+ c[||Gvn-FvJ|+||Gvm-JPvJ|] 
< a[\\Gvn-Fvn H+IIFv^vJI + JIAvGvJI] 
+ b [||G«J| + ||G«J|]+ c [\\Gvti-Fvn\\nFvn-FrJ\ 
+ \\Gv -Fv \\+\\Fv -Fv Ml 
II
 m m< ' ' I m « I I J 
so that, we have 
a + b + c 
||Fv -Fv || < ( ) ( | |GM || + |lGw ||) 
I < „
 m 11 v / v 11 „ I I i i m i l / 
7- a -2c 
Now 
||Gv -Gv ||<||Gv -Fv ll + MFv -Fv ll + IIFv -Gv II 
. a+ b + c 
< \\Gu ||+ ( ) ( | | G M || + | | G M • ' ) + iIGM || 
I I „ i i \ / \ i i „ i i m ' m< 
1 - a - 2c 
and letting «-»oo , we get ||G\>n-GvJ|-»0 and hence {GvJ is a Cauchy 
sequence and so it will converge to some point, say u. 
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Now, consider 
| | « -FvJ |< \\ u-Gvm\\ + \\ Gvm-Fvm\\ 
= \\u-Gvn\\ + \\GuJ\ 
which on letting n->co , we get that {Fv } also converges to u. Now by 
using weak commutativity of F and G and continuity of G we get. 
|| Gu-Fu |( < 11 Gu - GFvn 11 + \\GFvn - FGvn \\+\\ FGvn - Fu \\ 
< I Gu- GFv 11 + 11 Fv - Gv I1 + a I' GGv - Gu \\ 
ii
 n M i i M „ i i i „ II 
+ b[\\GGvn-FGvJ\ + \\Gu - Fu\\) + c [|iGGvn-F«|l 
+ || Gu-FGv ||] 
M
 n 11 J 
< || Gu - GFv || + II Fv - Gv || + a \\GGv -Gu\\ . II „ 11 II „ „ 11 II „ II 
+ b[\\GGvn-GFvn\\+\\GFvn-FGvJ\ + | |G«-Fi/| |] 
+ c [I |GGv -FM| | + 11 Gu - GFv 1| +| IGFv -FGv j|] 
L I I „ I I | | „ | | | | „ „ I I J 
< \\ Gu - GFv || + || Fv - Gv \\ +a \GGv -Gur 
II „ I I I I ,; „ I I „ 
+ 6[|! GGvn - GFvn || + | | / M V G V J | + ||Gii - FM|-|] 
+ c [\\GGvn-Fu\\+ || G« - GFv | '+| |Fv rGvJ|] 
and letting «->oo , we get 
||GW-FM|| < ( 6 + C ) \\GU-FU\\ 
a contradiction. Hence GM = Fu. This completes the proof. , 
^ \ r 
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CHAPTER- IV 
HYBRID CONTRACTIONS IN 2-METRIC SPACES 
4.1 Introduction 
4.2 Common Fixed Point Theorems for 
Multivalued Mappings in 2-Metric Spaces 
HYBRID CONTRACTIONS IN 2-METRIC SPACES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The concept of 2-metric space has been investigated initially by 
Gahler in a series of papers ([37], [38], [39]). 
In the last three decades, a number of authors Cho et. al. [19], 
Iseki ([50], [51 ]) Naidu and Prasad [85], Rhoades [97], Sharma ([106], 
[107], [108], [109]), Singh ([111], [112]),Khan [64].Pathaket. al. [88] 
and many others, have studied the aspects of fixed point theory in 
2-metric spaces. They have been motivated by various concepts already 
knowns for metric spaces and thus introduced analogoues of various 
concepts in the framework of the 2-metric spaces. 
The fixed point theorems in 2-metric spaces involving multivalued 
mappings were first initiated by Chang and Haung [16]. 
In this Chapter, having motivated from Hadzic [44] and Hadzic 
and Gajic [43] we introduce the concepts of weak comimutativity and 
compatibility for a pair of multivalued mapping and a single-valued 
mapping and study some fixed point theorem in 2-metric space. 
4.2 COMMON FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR MULTIVALUED 
MAPPINGS IN 2-METRIC SPACES 
In this Section, we introduce the concepts of weak commutativity 
and compatibility for a pair of multivalued and a single-valued mappings 
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in 2-metric spaces and study some common fixed point theorems for 
hybrid contractions using newly introduced concepts. 
Now, we shall give some basic definitions and results which find 
immediate applications. 
Definition 4.2.1 Let (X, d) be a 2-metric space. The subset K a Xis 
called closed if for any sequence {xj c K, *„->*, as w-»oo implies x eK. 
And ^ i s called uniformly closed if for any x e .Yand for any a > 1, there 
exists j> e K such that d{x, y, a) < a d(x, K, a), for any a e X. 
Definition 4.2.2 Let (X, d) be a 2-metric space. A subset K c X is 
called bounded if 
§a{K) = sup {d(x, y, a) : x, y e K} < <x>, Va e X. 
Throughout this Section we always assume that (X, d) is 
a complete 2-metric space and 
CB(X) = {K: K is the set of all nonempty bounded and closed subsets of X). 
UCB(X) = {K : K is the set of all nonempty bounded and uniformly 
closed subsets of .V } 
H(M, N, a) = max { sup d(x, N, a), sup d(\4, y, a)} 
xeM yeN 
where d(x, N, a) = inf {d{x, y, a) : y e N). 
By Definition 4.2.1 it is easy to varify the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.2.3 If A, B e UCB(X), then for any* e A and 6>>1, there 
exists any e B such that 
d(x, y a) < 0H(A, B, a), Va e X 
Getting inspiration from Hadzic [44] and Hadzic and Gajic [43], 
we introduce the following. 
Definition 4.2.4 Let {X, d) be a 2-metric space, F : X-> UCB(X) and 
r : X -» X, then the pair {F,T} is said to be weakly commuting if for 
every x, y e X such that x e Fy and Ty e X such that 
</(7x, F7>, a) < d(Fy, Ty, a) Va e X 
Definition 4.2.5 Let(X, J) be a 2-metric space, F : X -> UCB(X) and 
T: X->X, then the pair {F, T) is said to be compatible for every sequence 
{A- } from A'and from the relation Urn d(Fx , Tx , a) = 0 and Tx e Xit 
' n' v n it ' n 
A7->00 
follows that 
Urn d(Tyn, FTxn, a) = 0 Va e X. 
for every sequence [yj from X such that yn e Fxn. 
In accordance with Chang and Huang [16]. 
Let O be the set of all real-valued functions <f>: [0. QO)5 ->[0. OO) 
which are upper semi-continuous from the right and non-decreasing in 
each of the co-ordinate variables such that 
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<f>(t, t, t, at, PO < yA,t) for alW > 0 where 
<K0 : [0, oo)-* [0, oo), 11/(0) = 0, \|/(0 <t, Vt > 0, a, fi= 0, 1, 2, 
or + yf  = 2 and 
/ ^(0, /, 0, 0, 0), $ (0, t, 0, 0, t), <f>(0, 0, t, t, 0) \ 
K
 <f>(t,0,0,t,t) } 
Theorem 4.2.6 Let (X, d) be a complete 2-metric space, and F, 
G : X-> UCB(X), T.X^X satisfy. 
(4.2.1) H(Fx, Gy, a) < <f>{d{Tx, Ty, a), d(Tx, Fx, a), d(Ty, Gy a). 
d(Tx, Gy, a), d(Ty, Fx, a)} 
where </> e <X>. Let xv x,eX, 9 > 0. and let {tk(a)}KK^ be a sequence 
of non-negative real numbers which is defined as follows 
C t = 0, t,(a) > d d(Tx Txv a) Va sX. 
(4.2.2) { ' 
t„(a) = tk(a) + yr{0(tk(a) - ttJa)) ,k = 2, 3.... 
Further 
(i) {F, T) and [G, T) are weakly commuting pairs. 
(ii) F(X) u G{X) c T(X) . 
(iii) T is continuous at X. 
If tk(a) -> t(a) < oo , for any a e X, then there exists a point 
z e X such that z = Tz e Fz n Gv. 
Proof. Let AO e X and^ ; an arbitrary point in FA . Choose x e A' such 
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that j ' ; = Txt , this is possible as F(X) c T(X). By Lemma 4.2.3, we can 
find v, e Gxt such that 
d{yj, y,, a) < 6 H{Fxo, Gxl , a) for all a e X 
Choose A:, e Jf such that>\ = 7*,, this is also possible as G(X) c /"(A7). 
Also we can findj^ e /**, such that by Lemma 4.2.3 we get 
<Hy2 • y3 > a) ^ 0 H(Fx2 • Gx, • a) f o r a11 a G x 
continuing in this way we can obtain a sequence {yj = {TxJ c X such that 
>V, = TX2n-, e F ^ „ > >•*,- = ^ „ - r G GX2n-l > " = ^ 7 ' 2 
Thus for each a e X 
d(y2n~i • y2« • a ) - 9 H(Fx:„ • Gx:,,i • a>> 
d
^2«-2 • ^„-/ > a) < 0 H{Gx^, , Fx:n, a) 
First we prove that the following inequalities hold for 
each a e X and w = 1, 2, 3, ... . 
(4 2 3) { d{y*n' FX:n ' Q) " diV:"-' ' }':",Q) \ 
^2^1 • GX2„-, • Q) ^ rf(.V,„ - J\„_, , A) ' 
Thus 
(4.2.4) % , , , FX2H , a) 
^H{Gx^.Fx2H,a) 
< + [d(Tx:ihl,Tx2H, a) , d(Tx3u ,Fx;it ,a). 
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d{Tx2nl ,Gx:nl , a), d(Tx2n ,Gx2n] ,a)M{Tx2ii),Fx2ii, a)] 
^ (f> [d(y2„., ,y2n - a) , d(y2n, Fx2n, a), d(j2nl , y2n, a) . 
0, diy2n, Fx2n, a)] 
Now 
(4.2.5) diy^ , Fx2n, a) < d(yM , Fx2n, y2t) + d{y2^ , y2n, a) 
+ d(y2n, Fx2n, a) 
moreover, we have 
< H{Gx3ihJ, Fx2n, y2J 
< 4 [d(Tx2n^ , Tx2n, y2n_t) , d(Tx3n, Fx2n, y2iJ. ' 
d(Tx2^ , Gx2nl , y2nl) , d{Tx2n , Gx^, , y2iJ. 
d(Tx2n_} , Fx2n, y2nJ] 
< <f> [0, d(y2n, Fx2n, y2J, 0. 0. 0] 
< yf[d{y2n , Fx2n, y2J] < d(y2n , Fx2n , y2>J 
a contradiction, and so 
(4.2.6) d(y2n_ltFx2n,y2r) = 0 
from (4.2.4) - (4.2.6) it follows that 
%:„ - Fx:„ • a) ^ $ Wb':,,-, • >':„ • a^ d^2n ' Fx:„ ' a ^ d ^ : „ - , • >':» ' °>-° • 
d
^':n-i • y2* ' f l) +d^:„ <Fx2„ ' a^ 
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If d{y3n , Fx2n , a) > d(y2nJ, y2n , a) then we have 
d(y2„ > Fx2n >a)^V [d{y2n , Fx2n, a)) < d{y2n, Fx3h , a) 
a contradiction. Hence we have 
d<y2n ' FX2n • ° ) ~ d(y2n-l > ^ , „ - <*) Vo £ X, W = 7, 2 , . . . 
Similarly, we can prove that 
rf(y,nW - Gx2n^ , a) < d(y2n, y2n^ , a) Va e X, n = 0, 1, 2, 
Next, we prove by induction that 
(4.2.7) dty , yrl, a) < 0(t^(a) - /(a)), VaeX, j=l, 2, ... 
For7 = 1, the inequality (4.2.7) immediately follows from (4.2.2). 
Suppose that (4.2.7) is true for 7 = k, and now we prove that it remains 
true for 7 = k +1 
When k is even, From (4.2.1) - (4.2.3) then we have 
(4.2.8) d(yt., ,yk,a) < OH(Fxk, Gxk], a) 
<6<f> [d(Txk> Txk] , a). d(Txk , Fxk, a). 
d(TxkI, Gxkl , a), d(Txk . GxkT, a). 
d(TxkI, Fxk, a)] 
<B(f) [d(yk, ykI, a), d(yk, v w . a). 
d(yk> yk.i - o), 0, 2d{yk] , yk, a) + 
d(yt., • y*k < yt)] 
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<6<f> [d(yk, ykl, a), d(yk, yk_,, a), d(yk, yhl, o),0,2 d{ykl ,.yk, a)] 
* 0 ¥ [d(yk.,, yk, a)] 
< 6 y[0{tk(a)-tkml(a))) 
= G [(tk+l(a)-tk(a)], VaeX. 
When k is odd we can similarly prove that 
(4.7.9) d(yk^ ,yt,a) < 0 y[d(yk,y„ . a)] 
< 9
 ¥[§{tk{a)-tk]{a))] 
= 6 {tk^{a)-tk{a)). VaeX. 
This completes the proof of (4.2.7) 
Now, we prove that for any k,j=\,2 the following holds : 
(4.7.10) d(yk,yk^,y.) = 0 
First, we show by induction that 
(4.7.11) d(yl,ys,yJ) = 0 y = l ,2 , ... 
It is obvious that (4.7 11) is true for / =1,2. Fory = 3 and from 
definition of O and (4.7.9) we have 
diy, - v,. y3) ^ 0 v 0 ' , . y? y,)= °-
Suppose (4.7.11) is true for / = k and now it remains to show that 
it is true fory = A: +1. Indeed from (4.7.8) and (4.7.9) we have 
d
^o • }', • y*-j) ^  d^'o > y,> ^ ) + d(y„, v,, v,.,) + </(v4, v7, vA ,) 
< (0 y)k [d(y0, y,, yj] + (0 ¥f [d(yn, yv v,)] = 0 
This completes the proof (4.7.11) 
From (4.7.8), (4.7.9) and (4.7.11), it follows that 
d{yk, y^, ,a)< (0 ¥f [d(y0, y, , yfl = 0 
and hence (4.7.10) is true for any k ,j = 1, 2, ... 
Since tk(a) -> t{a) < oo , hence for any positive integer k, m it 
follow from (4.7.7) - (4.7.10) that for any a e X. 
d(yk+m. yk >a) ^ d(yk.m .yk >JV,)+ <*(yk-m vV, •*) + ^ v , , yk.*) 
k+m-l 
< I d(yjtyrl.a) 
J=k 
k+m-l 
This implies that {yj = {7jrn} is a Cauchy sequence and hence 
converges to some point z in X. Since 7 is continuous, the sequence 
{TTxJ converges 1o Tz Also since {F, T) are weakly commuting 
Tx, , e FA\ and 7A\ e A', it follows that for all cr e X 
d{TTx2H_j, FTx:>), a) < d{Tx2u, Fx2u, a) 
<d(Tx2n, Tx;n_r a) 
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on letting «->oo , it yields 
d(Tz, FTx,n , a) —> 0. as w-»oo for Va e X , 
which means that [FTx,n } converges to 7z.Similarly by using the weak 
commutativity of G and 7", we get 
d(Tz, GTx,n; , a) -> 0, as w-»oo for Va e X, 
which yields that {GTxln ;}-» 7z. 
Now consider 
d(Tz, Fz, a) < d(Tz. Fz, GTx2nl) + d(Tz, GTx2n] , a) 
+ H(Fz , GTx2ti_,, a) 
< d(Tz, Fz, GTx2nJ +d(Tz, GTx^ , a) 
+ (f> [d(Tz, TTx2n_r a) , d(Tz, Fz , a), ' 
d(TTx2nl, GTx2nV a), d(Tz, GTx2nl , a). 
d(TTx2thl , Fz, a)) 
which letting w-»oo , we obtain 
d(Tz, Fz,a)< <j> [0, d(Tz, Fz, a), 0. 0. d(Tz, Fz, a)] 
< y/ [d{Tz, Fz, a)] < d{Tz, Fz , a). Va e X. 
a contradiction giving thereby Tz e Fz, as Fz is closed. Similarly, we can 
show that Tz e Gz and so 
d(Tx2n, Tz,a)< H{Gx:n], Fz, a) 
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< <f>\d(Tx2nl, Tz, a) , d(Tz, Fz , a)% d(Tx2>il, Gx2n/, a) . 
d(Tz, Gx2nV a), d(Tx2nI, Fz, a)] 
< 4>[d{Tx2n_v Tz, a) ,0 , d(Tx2n_r Tx,n, a),d(Jz, Tx2n, a). 
d(Tx2nl, Tz, a)] 
on letting n->ao , we get 
d(z, Tz,a) < <f> [d(z, Tz, a), 0, 0, d{Tz, z, a\ d(z, Tz, a)] 
< iff [d(z, Tz, a)] < d(z, Tz , a). Va e X. 
which is a contradiction hence z = Tz. Thus we have shown that 
z = Tz e Fz n Gz. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.2.7 Theorem 4.2.6 holds good if we assume {F, T\ and 
{G, T} as compatible pairs in place weakly commuting conditions. 
Proof. Proceeding as in Theorem 4.2.6, one can show that the 
sequence {yj = {Tx } is Cauchy sequence and hence converges to some 
point z in X. 
Since F and T are compatible and 
d(Tx2n, Fx2n, a) < d(Tx2n, Tx^, , a) ->0 as «->oc Va eX. 
and Tx, , e Fx, , Tx, e X, we have 
Urn diTTx, , , FTx, , a) = 0 for all a e X. 
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Since Tis continuous, it follows that {FTx^J converges to a point 
Tz as w-»oo. Similarly the compatibility of G and T implies that 
{GTx^j} converges to a point Tz, as n—>oo. 
Arguing in the same manner as in Theorem 4.2.6 we can show that 
z = Tz e Fz r» Gz. This completes the proof. 
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CHAPTER - V 
COMMON FIXED POINT FOR HYBRID CONTRACTIONS 
5.1 Introduction 
5.2 Common Fixed Point For Hybrid Contraction 
Using Hausdorff Metric 
5 3 Common Fixed Point For Hybrid Contraction 
Using 5-Distances 
COMMON FIXED POINT FOR HYBRID 
CONTRACTIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The study of fixed point theorems for multifunctions using 
Hausdorff metric was initiated by Markin [79] and Nadler [84]. subsequently 
pursued by Markin ([80], [81]), Assad and Kirk [4], Browder [12], Lami 
Dozo [76], Reich ([92], [94]), Kubiak [74], Singh et. al. [115]. 
However many authors have recently studied fixed point theorems 
for hybrid contraction using 5-distances. Here we cite Ciric ([22], [24]). 
Fisher ([32], [34]), Kauguld and Pai [63], Chen and Shin [18]. Khan [65]. 
Khan et. al. ([68], [69]), Reich [93], Sessa-Fisher [104], etc. 
In an attempt to generalize the notion of commutativity for 
point-to-point mappings, Sessa [103] introduced the idea of weak 
commutativity for two self mappings / and g of a metric space (X,d) 
i.e d{fgx, gfx) < d(fx,gx) for all xeX. Under this concept, he has 
extended theorem 2.1 of Jungck [55]. Subsequently. Jungck [56] made 
an extension of weak commutativity by introducing a new concept of 
compatible mapping and generalized some results of Singh and Singh 
[113] and Fisher [35]. 
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Later on, these concepts for multivalued mappings have been 
extended in different ways. In a recent paper Kaneko [58] extended 
the concept of weakly commuting mappings for multivalued set up 
and extended a theorem 2.1 of Jungck [55]. In another paper Kaneko 
and Sessa [59] extended the concept of compatible mappings for 
multivalued mappings and generalized a result of Kubiak [74]. 
In their papers Kaneko [58] and Kaneko and Sessa [59] have 
assumed a pair of a single-valued and a multivalued mappings which 
are continuous at X and could prove the existence of a coincidence 
point. For the existence of common fixed point an additional 
hypothesis is needed. They have also remarked that whether or not 
the continuity of the two mappings is really needed in the proof. 
In Section 5.2 we present some common fixed point for a 
single-valued and the multivalued mappings employing the contractive 
condition of Fisher [31] with weak commutativity conditions. We 
have also shown that only the continuity of single-valued mapping is 
necessary for the existence of common fixed point, contrary to the 
conjecture of Kaneko [58] and Kaneko-Sessa [59] who have assumed 
all the mappings invovled to be continuous. 
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Finally, in Section 5.3 we study some common fixed point 
theorems for a mapping and a set-valued mapping defined on a 
complete metric space. Our results generalize the earlier results of 
Som-Mukherjee [117]. Khan [65] and Pachpatte [86]. 
5.2 COMMON FIXED POINT FOR HYBRID CONTRACTION 
USING HAUSDORFF METRIC 
In this Section, we have extended a result of Fisher [31] for 
hybrid contraction and also shown that the existence of common 
fixed point can be achieved by the continuity of single-valued mapping 
only, the continuity of the multivalued mappings is not needed. 
The following definitions are borrowed from Kaneko [58] and 
Kaneko-Sessa [59]. 
Definition 5.2.1 Let {X,d) be a metric space. F : X -+CB{X) and 
T : X~>X. Then the pair {F,T} is said to be weakly commuting if for 
each xeX, TFxeCB(X) and H(FTxJFx) < D{Tx.Fx). 
Definition 5.2.2 Let (X,d) be a metric space. F : X ->CB(X) and 
T: X-*X. Then the pair {F,T} is said to be compatible il and only if 
TFxeCB{X) for each xeX and H(FTxn,TFxn)->0 whenever {xj is a 
sequence in X such that Fxn-+ MeCB{X) and Txn-> teM. 
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If we assume F as a single-valued mapping then Definition 5.2.1 
reduces to definition of Sessa [103] and Definition 5.2.2 reduces to 
definition of Jungck. [55] for point-to-point mappings. 
Now, we prove the following : 
Theorem 5.2.3 Let (X,d) be a complete metric space, F,G : X 
->CB(X) and T : X-* X such that the inequality 
mFx,Gy) s a WFx.Ty)?+mGy,mY + p ^ ^ . 
D(Fx, Ty) + D(Gy, Tx) 
holds for all x.yeX, x*y, Fx*Fy, Gx*Gy; a,p > 0, 2a+j3 <1 
whenever D(Fx,Ty)+D(Gy,Tx)*0, and 
H{Fx,Gy) = 0 whenever D(Fx,Ty)+D(Gy,Tx) = 0. Further 
( I ) F(X) u G(X) c T(X), 
( II ) {FT} and {G,T} are weakly commuting. 
( III ) T is continuous at X. 
Then there exists a point z in X such that z = 7r e Fz n Gz. 
Proof. Assume 6= -—- . Let x0 eX and j , an arbitrary point in Fx(i. 
Choose x, e X such that yt = Txv this is possible as FXc TX, by lemma 
3.4.2 we can find^, e Gxx such that 
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Choose A'2 e X such that y- = Tx2, this is also possible as GX c TX. 
Also we can find y3 e Fx2 such that 
d(y2,y3)<H(Fx2,GXi)+^0> 
Inductively, after having selected y2n = Tx2ne Gx2o_] choose y2] :ml 
Tx.^, e Fx. such that 
2n+I 2n 
Then having selected ylr&v choose y2t&2 = Tx2ar^ eGx2r&] such that 
d(y^^2) * H{Fx^Gx^) + ± ^ 0 ™ 
Thus for n >1, we have 
A ^ / f c ^ + Z X T x ^ / x J "" " 1+a 
< a [Z>(7*2n,G*2n, )+D(r*2n,,Fx2n)]+ /? d(Tx^vTxJ + j ^ L 0 =» 
so that 
(**) <>'^'2n+I) * - f ^ f ^0-2n, >2n,) + ^ 
2nV2„.,/
 ] + a 
Similarly, we can show that 
Combining the above inequalities (**) and (***). we have 
a l W ^ ) * * : ^0n,Vn,) + — < < 9 ' ^vr>'2) + , — 
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Thus a straightforward computation shows that {yj = {TxJ is a 
Cauchy sequence and hence converges to a point z in X 
Since T is continuous, the sequence {TTxJ converges to a 
point z in X. Using the weak commutativity of [F,T} we have TFx2n 
e CB(X), x2n e X, it follows that 
H(FTx2nJFxJ < D(Fx2nJxJ < d(y2xx¥V yj ->0 as n -*«> 
But D(TTx^vFTx2J < HiTFx^FTxJ 
So, in view of the continuity of T, we have 
D(Tz,FTx2J -»0 as n -*x>. 
Similarly, by using the weak commutativity of G and T, we get 
D(Tz,GTx2nl) ->0 as n ->ao. 
Now, consider 
D(7z,Fz) < D(Tz,GTx2nJ + / / ( G ^ , , Fz) 
[D{FzJTx2nA)f +[D(GTx^v Tz)]2 
< D(7z,G7i;M)+flr 
D(Fz, TTx^)+DiGTx^v Tz) 
+ fid{7TxM,Tz) 
On letting «->oo. we get D(Tz,Fz) < a D(Tz,Fz), 
a contradiction, hence 7z e Fz as Fz is closed. Similarly one can 
show that Tz eGz and so 
d{Tx2n, Tz) < H(Gx^v Fz) 
[ S p ^ f f * [D(Tz,Gx2jY 
LKTx^fz)] + D{Tz,Gx2J P a{lx™J-} 
D(TxMfz) + D(Tz,Gx2J P ^ ^ ' 
< a [d(Tx^,Tz)+ d(TzJxJ] + fi %TxMJz) 
On letting «-*», we get 
d(zjz) < (2a+p) d(zjz) 
A contradiction, giving thereby z-Tz. Thus we have shown that 
z=Tz e Fz n Gz. This completes the proof. 
Remark-1 Theorem 5.2.3 generalize a result due to Fisher [31] for 
multivalued setting. 
(i) For a = 0, we get an extension of the well laiown Banach 
fixed point theorem, 
(ii) For ft = 0, we get a new result. 
Remark-2 In the recent papers due to Kaneko [58] and Kaneko-
Sessa [59], the continuity of both single-valued and multivalued 
mappings is assumed. They have remarked that whether the continuity 
of both the mappings is really needed in the proof. 
In the foregoing Theorem we have resolved this issue and have 
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shown that the existence of common fixed point can be achieved by 
assuming the continuity of single-valued mapping only. The condition 
of continuity of multivalued mappings can be relaxed. 
Remark-3 The condition in the hypothesis 'x * y, Fx * Fy, Gx * Gy' 
is necessary. Since the Theorem fails for Fand G taken as constant 
mappings which is demonstrated by the following example. 
Example 5.2.4 Let X = [0,1 ] and Tx = 1 -x. Define Fx = Gx = {0.1}. 
for all x eX. 
It is easy to verify that the mappings satisfy all the conditions 
of the hypothesis except "x * y, Fx *Fy, Gx * Gy" we see T(Vi) = lA 
?F('/2) n G (V2) and so F, G and T have no common fixed point. 
Theorem 5.2.5 Let F, G and The the same as defined in Theorem 5.2.3 
and condition (II) is replaced by 
(II)' {F,T} and {G,T) are compatible pairs. 
Then there exists a point z in X such that z = Tz e Fz n Gz. 
Proof. Proceeding as in Theorem 5.2.3, we can show that {vn} = 
{TxJ is a Cauchy sequence and converges to a point z in X. Further 
the inquality (*) and (**) yields that 
\+a 
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which implies that the sequence 
{Fx0,Gxv¥\v ,Gx2n_vFx2u,Gx2n¥V } 
is a Cauchy sequence in the complete metric space (CB(X)M) and 
hence converges to some MeCB(X). Consequently the subsequences 
{Fx^} and {Gx^J also converge to M. Thus. 
D(z,M) < d(z,Tx2^) + D(Tx2n¥VM) 
<d(zjx2^) + H(Fx2n,M) 
On letting «-»oo, We get z eM as M is closed. Further the compatibility 
of F and T implies that 
HiFTx^, TFx2n)->0 as n-»oo 
But D(TTX2^,FTX2B) < H(TFx2n,FTx2n) 
so we have D(Tz,FTx2t)^>0 as w-»oo. Similarly as T and G are 
compatible we get thereby 
Z)(7z,G7ar2nf])^'0 as w-»oo. 
Now arguing as Theorem 5.2.3, we can show that z = Tz e Fz n Gz. 
This complete the proof. 
5.3 COMMON FIXED POINT FOR HYBRID 
CONTRACTION USING S-DISTANCES 
In this Section, we have studied some common fixed point 
theorems for a mapping and a set-valued mapping defined on complete 
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metric space using the contractive condition of Som and 
Mukherjee [117] improving thereby the earlier results of Khan [65] and 
Pachpatte [86]. 
Let (X, d) be a metric space, then following Sessa et. al [105] and 
Nadler [84], we record 
(i) B(X) = {A . A is a nonempty bounded subset of A"}, 
(ii) For nonempty subsets A and B of B{X) we denote 
D(A,B) = wf{d(a, b) : a e A, b e B) and 
8(A,B) = sup {d{a, b) : a e A, b e B) . 
HA = {a}, then we write 8(A, B) = 5(a, B) and if B = {B} then 
8(^, B) = d(a, b). 
For A, B, C e B(X) it is easy to prove that 
&{A,B) = S(B,A)>0. 
8(A, B) < d(A, C) + 5(C, B), 
d(A, A) = sup {d(x, y) : x, y A) = diam A and 
8{A, 5) = 0 implies that ^ =B= {a}. 
We need the following lemmas : 
Lemma 5.3.1 (Fisher [33]) If {A J and {BJ are sequences of bounded 
subsets of (X, d) which converge to bounded subsets A and B respectively, 
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then the sequence {6L4n, BJ} converges to {d(A ,B)}. 
Lemma 5.3.2 (Imdad et. al. [48]). Let {A J be a sequence of nonempty 
bounded subsets of (X, d) and y e X such that 
Urn 5(An,y) = 0, 
then the sequence {A J converges to the set {y}. 
Following Fisher [36], we recall 
Definition 5.3.3 The set-valued mapping F : X -> B(X) is said to be 
continuous at x e X if whenever {xj is a sequence of points in X 
converging to x, then the sequence {FxJ converges to Fx. The mapping 
F is continuous on Xif it is continuous at every point x e X. 
Following Imdad et. al. [48], we recall 
Definition 5.3.4 Let (X, d) be a metric space. F : X -> B(X) arid 
T.X^X.We say that the pair {F, T) is 
(a) Weakly commuting on X, if for any x in X, 
d(FTx, TFx) < max {8(7*, Fx), diam TFx), 
(aa) Slightly Commuting on X, if for any x in X. 
d(FTx, TFx) < max {d(Tx, Fx), diam Fx), 
(aaa) Quasi-commuting on X, if for any x in X, TFx c FTx. 
Clearly two commuting mappings satisfy (a)-(aaa) but the 
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converse need not be true. Further if F i s assumed to be a single-valued 
mapping then Fx and TFx are singleton, diam TFx = diam Fx = 0 and 
so definitions (a) and (aa) reduce to the weak commutativity condition 
introduced by Sessa [103] whereas definition (aaa) reduces to 
commutativity. 
The following examples suggest that the foregoing three concepts 
(a)-(aaa) are mutually independant and any one of them does not imply 
the other two. 
Example 5.3.5 Let X = {x, y, z} be a finite set with the function 5 
induced by the metric defined as d(x, y) = 2. d(x, z) = d(y, z) = 1. 
Define Fx = {x}, Fy=Fz= {x, y} and Tx = x, Ty = z, Tz = v. Then TFy 
= {x, z) * {x, y) = FTy so F and T do not commute. Il is easy to see 
that F and T slightly commute but they do not weakly commute since. 
6(FTy, TFy) = 2 > 1 = max {5(7> , Fy), diam FTy} 
and also do not quasi-commute since TFy = {x, z) £ {v, z} = FTy 
Example 5.3.6 Let X = {x y, z) be a finite set with the function 5 
induced by the metric defined as d(x, y) = d{y\ z) = 2. d(x, z) = I. 
Define Fx = {x}, Fy = {x, z}, Fz = {y , z) and let T be as defined in 
Example 5.2.5. Then TFy = {x, y) * {y z} = FTy so F and T do not 
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commute. It is easy to see that F and T weakly commute but they do not 
quasi-commute since TFy = {x,y}(£ {y,z} =FTy and also do not slightly 
commute since §(FTy, TFy) = 2 > 1 = max [1, 1} = max {8(7y, Fy), 
diam Fy}. 
Example 5.3.7 Let (X, d) be defined as in Example 5.2.6. Define 
FA- = {x}, Fy = {x, y}, Fz = {y} and Tx = x, Ty = Tz = y. Thus F and T 
are quasi-commute but they neither slightly commute nor weakly 
commute since 8(FTz, TFz) = 2 > 0 = max {8(7z, Fz), diam Fz, diam TFz). 
Now, we prove the following 
Theorem 5.3.8 Let F be a set-valued mapping of a complete metric 
space (X, d) into B(X), and T a self-mapping of X. Suppose that {F, T} 
are slightly commuting so that one of them is continuous. 
Further 
F(X) c T(X) 
and for all x, y e X. 
(5.3.1) S(Fx, Fy) < h ([5(7>, Fx)]" [8(7v, Fy)]1*-* [d(Tx, Ty)?) 
where 0 <h<\, a, /?> 0 with a + /?< 1. 
Then F and T have a unique common fixed point r. such that 
Tz = z and Fz = {z}. 
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Proof. Let xoeX, and y, be an arbitrary point in XI = Fxo. Since 
F(X) c T(X), there exists a point x} e ^such that Tx{=yf Again choose 
an arbitrary point v,e X,= Fx}. AsF(X)c T(X), there exists A\ e .A'such 
that 7A , = j , . Thus in general if we choose xn e X with yn ; e X^ = Fxn, 
then always there existsA*B_; e Xsuch that 7xn ; = .)>„,, for w= 0, 1, 2.. . . 
Let us put F = (X , X ,). 
We distinguish two cases : 
Case - 1 If Vj = 0, then 
V, = d(Xl , X2) = 6(Fxo, Fx,) = 0 
which means that Fx = v, = Tx, = Fx, = v = 7JI\ . Since Fx, is a 
o J i I I * 2 2 I 
singleton, diam Fx, = 0 and hence slightly commutativity of {F, T) gives 
(5.3.2) FTX^TFXJ^FFXJ. 
Now, appling (5.3.1) we get 
b(Fxr Fx2) < h([6(Txr Fx,)]« [5(7x„ Fx,)]'•"-* [d(Txr Tx:)f ) 
< h[V*. V:'-a-P . Vf] = 0. 
getting thereby Fx = Fx,. Again since Fx, is a singleton, diam Fx, = 0 
and the slightly commutativity of {F, T) gives 
(5.3.3) FTx, = TFx,=FFx,. 
Also, Using (5.3.1) and (5.3.2), we obtain 
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5(FFxrFx,) = 0 
getting thereby FFx] = Fx}. Thus Fx, is a fixed point of F and it follows 
from (5.3.2) that Fx is also a fixed point of T. 
Again, using (5.3.1) and (5.3.3), One can see that 
8(FFx,, Fx2) = 0. 
getting thereby FFx, - Fx,. Thus Fx, is also a fixed point of F. It follows 
from (5.3.3) that Fx, is also a fixed point of T. Hence Fx} = Fx, is a 
unique common fixed point of F and T. 
Case - 2 Suppose Vn > 0, n = 1, 2, 3, ... , then 
d{yn, y^) < HFx^ , FxJ = Vn 
<h{[HTx^, Fxn_,)T [5(7x,, FxJ]'-*-' [d{Tx^, TxJ]^} 
< h{[HTxn_„ Fxn_,)rMFxn_r Fxn)]>-°-nct(Fxn_y Fx^tf} 
= h ( V" , . V '-°-p . Vp ,) 
v
 n-l n n-l ' 
which implies that 
V < ( /? ) ; ' a + p ' V , 
n v ' n-l 
Hence it follows by induction that 
n ^ ' 1 
On letting «->oo . and since (oc+|3) < 1, we observe that J'„-»0-
which implies that d(yn , vB,;) -> 0, as w-»°o . Thus the sequence 
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{y„} = (TxJ converges to z whereas the sequence {FxJ converges to 
the set {z}. 
Since {F, T) slightly commute, we have 
8(FTxm, TFxJ < max {8(Txn , FxJ, b(Fxn, FxJ}. 
which on letting w-»oo, and using Lemma 5.2.1, yields 
lint 8(FTxn, TFxJ = d(z, z) = 0. 
n—>QO 
Let us assume that T is continuous, then the sequence {TyJ = 
{TTxJ converges to Tz. Thus 
d(Tyn^,ynJ * KTFxn,FxnJ 
< 8(TFxn,FTxJ + 8(FTxn, Fx^J 
< 5(TFxn,FTxJ + h{[8(TTxn, FTxnjr 
[8(7*,., , Fxnjy-«-? . [d(TTxn, Txm_,)V} 
< 8(TFxn,FTxJ + h{[8(TTX>i, TTXH_,) + 
8(TTxm_, , TFxJ + 8(77*,, FTxJf . VJ—?. 
[d(TTxn, Tx^} . 
and letting w-»oo, we get d(Tz, z) = 0, implying thereby z - Tz. 
Now consider 
8(Fz,ynJ] < h{Fz,Fx^) 
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< h{[6{Tz , Fz))«. [S(TxniI,FxinI)]<-«-r [d(Tz , Tx^^f) 
< h{{8{z,Fz)}« . Vj--e. [d{z, 7* , . , ) ] ' } . 
on letting «-»oo , we get b{Fz, z) - 0, and so Lemma 5.2.2 yields that 
Fz = {z\. Thus we have shown that z = Tz e Fz = {z}. 
If we now assume that F is continuous, then the sequence 
{FyJ = {FTxJ converges to Fz. Since Tynl e TFxn the inequality 
(5.3.1) yields 
h{Fxn, Fy) = HFxn, FTxn) 
< h{[8(Txn, FxJ}*. [8(77* , FTxjy-^. 
[d(Txn, TTxjY} 
< h{[6(Fxn_r Fxjr. [b(TFxn_},FTxn)y-°-e. 
< h{V«.[d(TFxn_r FTxJ + 8(FTx^ , FTx^'—P 
which on letting «—»oo , we have (z, Fz) = 0, yielding thereby Fz = {z\. 
Since F(X) c T{X), there exists a point z' in A' such that Tz' = z. 
Using (5.3.1) 
6(Fz\ Fxm)<{h [5(7z\ Fz')Y [8(7*,, FxJ]1-^ [d(Tz', fxjf} 
< {h [5(z, Fz')Y [5(FAH.; , Fxt)]!-^ [S(z, f x j K } . 
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on letting n—><x>, we get 
&(Fz', z) = 0, giving thereby Fz' = {z}. 
By slight commutativity of {F, T), we have 
8(Fz, Tz) = 5(F7z', TFz') < 8(7z\ Fz') = d(z, z) = 0 
Therefore 7z e Fz. Thus we have shown that z= Tz e Fz= {z}. 
For uniqueness, let w be another fixed point of F and T, then 
rf(w, z) = d(Fw, Fz) < h{[8(Tw, Fw)]a . [8(7z , Fz)]'-"-*. 
[^(rz, Tw)Y} 
< h[d(w , w)]a [d(z , z)]'-a^ \d{z , w)Y=6 , 
yielding thereby w = z. This completes the proof. 
Remark - 1 We remark here that our contractive condition is more 
general and by suitably choosing a and /? we may corrollarize other 
known results : 
(i) If we choose a= 0, we get the contractive condition of Khan [65] 
and the Theorem so obtained is new in the literature, 
(ii) If we choose a = /?= 1/3, we get the contractive condition of 
Pachpatte [86] and again the Theorem so obtained is new in the 
literature. 
Remark - 2 In fact, our foregoing Theorem is more general as we 
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assume continuity of one mapping and also slight commutativity instead 
of weak commutativity whereas in theorem-3 of Khan and Kubiaczyk 
[68] with a different contractive condition, the mappings are assumed 
continuous and commuting. However the continuity of one mapping is 
necessary (see [48]). 
Theorem 5.3.9 Theorem 5.3.8 holds good if we replace the slight 
commutativity with weak commutativity and the continuity of either 
T or F by the continuity of T. 
Proof. As proved in Theorem 5.3.8 Vn -> 0, as w-»oo . Choose zn 
arbitrary in Fxn for n = 0, 1, 2, ... , Then 
(5.3.4) d(zn, zj < 6(Fxn, FxJ -> 0, as n, m->co 
Thus {zj is a Cauchy sequence and so it converges to a point z in X. 
We now assume T is continuous, then depending on 8. One can 
find a > 0 , such that d(Tz , Tz ) < e, whenever d(z , z ) < a. Hence 
for m, «-»oo, d(zn, zj^>0, this implies that 
(5.3.5) d(Tzm, Tzw)->0, as m, n -»oo 
Since the (5.3.5) holds for arbitrary zn e Fx , we have -
(5.3.6) 5(7zm, TFxJ^O, as m, w-»oo 
We now set zn = yn] = Txnl e Fxn. It follows that the sequence 
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{yj = {TXJ converges to a point z in X 
So, from (5.3.4), for n, m-»oo , 
and, from (5.3.6) for n, m->oo. 
Now consider 
< 5(TFxn,FTxn) + 8(FTxn,Fx^) 
< max {d(Fxn, yj , 8(TFxn, TFxj} + h[[6(TTxn, FTxJ]a. 
[b(Txn^ , Fxn+,)}>-*-? . [d{TTxn, Tx^)Y] 
< max {d{yn, yn^) + &{y^ , Fxm) , 25 (7^ , , TFxm)} + 
h[[d(Tyn, TFxn) + b(TFxn, FTxJ]* VJ-*. [d(Tyn, y^,)]"]. 
On letting w-»co, we obtain Tz=z. Proceeding as in Theorems 5.3.8 
we can show that S(Fz, yn^,)->0 as w—»oo , implying thereby Fz = {z}. 
thus we have shown that z= Tz e Fz= {z}. The uniqueness can be shown 
as in Theorem 5.3.8. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.3.10 Theorem 5.3.8 holds good if we replace the slight 
commutativity with quasi-commutativity, and the continuity of either T 
or F by the continuity of F. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.3.8. except for some 
minor changes, hence it is omitted. 
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